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Abstract
This thesis proposes a new CAD based tool for robot simulation
(CROBOTS) that can be used in the design. application. and programming
of educational and industrial robots . The software is written using the
AutoLisp program.ming language and runs 8.8 a third party application
inside AutoCAD R14. CROBOTS combines the impressive grap hics
capability of AutoCAD with custom developed tools (or revolute robot
model creation, robot operation cycle planning. and robot contro ller
simulation. Custom functio ns enable th e automatic creation of a 3D solid
model re pre sentation of robot geometry given dimensions. th e teachin g of
poin t positions defining a desired robot tr ajectory, and the 3D gr aphi cal
simulation oftbe mani pulator's res ponse to compute d torque plus pm
genera ted dri ve torques .
CROBOTS should prove an effective tool in the delivery of robotics
related curriculum at both secondary and post -secondary educational
institutions. Th e time required to become proficient in the use of
CROBOTS should be lese than that required to learn stand alone
commercial80ftware packages for robot simulation. AutoCAD'a inquiry
tools, for example. may be used to facilitate the teaching of robot design
concepts. Furthermore . CROBOTS can 888ist with the development of
robot programs oflline and should allow for more efficient use of limited
robot hardware resources at ed uca tional institutions.
Future developmen ts of CROBOTS should allow mode ling of
additional moot mechanical configurations. the recordin g of significant
production data. and a tas k level program.m.ing interface. CROBOTS
sho uld else be tested in beth industrial and educational settings to
determine its robustneea an d to iden tify needs for additional functionality.
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Nomenclature
Tool center point position with respect to the
robce base .
Robot base rotation angle [ra d).
Robot sho ul de r rotation angle [rad].
Robot elbow rotation angle [ra d].
p, + E Iradl.
Robot base height em}.
Length oflink 1 [mi.
Length nClink 2 [mi.
Wrist position with respect to the robot beee .
End effecto r pitch angle [rad].
End effecto r roll angle (rad].
End effecto r yaw angle [tad) .
End effector approach vector.
End effector ori entation vector .
End effector normal vector
End effecto r rate [radial
Joint rate [ra d/e].
Virt ual work [J}.
Vutual dis placement [mI.
Joint load (N.m).
q, Joint displacemen t (rad]
T Total kinetic ene rgy (J] .
V Total pote ntial ene rgy (J).
L Lagrangian, T - V [J] .
M M as. [kg]
~ Base torque [N.m]
~ Shoulder torque [N.m]
El bow torque [N.m]
M (q) Inertia matrix
Vlq.<i! Velocity torque matrix
G(q) G ravity torque matrix
F(q) Fri ction torque matrix
"
Distwbance torqu e [N.m]
e(t} J oint tra cking error (ra d]
K, Proportional gain [N .lDv.dj
K. Derivative gain [N.m.s'\rad
K. In tegral gain [N .ID.Vad..]
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Chapter 1
1.0 Int rod uction
In an effort to remain competiti ve in a dynamic global marketplace,
today's manufacturers are challenged to reduce th e lead-time and cost
required to bring a product from the concept stage to the cons um er. Flexibl e
manufacturing systems (FMS) provide a numbe r of advantages over
traditional la bor intensi ve techniques which may help meet this need.. FMS
can resul t in increased productivity, shorter productio n time for new
prod ucts , reduction of inventory parts in th e plant, sa vings in labor cost, and
improved. prod uct quali ty (Biekert, R. et al .199 1),
Industrial robots represent a maier component in FMS due to th eir
capability to be used for a number of different applications . The main
applications of robots include parts handling, asae mbly, machine loading and
unloading, spray painting, welding, and inspection (Ryan , D.• 1994) , The
world' s industrial-robot population was estimated at 570,000 units at the end
of 1992. Japan accounted for about 60% of the world 's stock operational in
1992. The worldwide stock of industrial robots in 1992 increased only by 8%.
compared with 16% in 1991. Robot orders, how ever, jumped. by 40% in th e
record-setting first half of 1993, lead by the auto industry in spot-welding,
coating and material handling. About 48,000 robots are at work in American
factories, the second largest robot user behind Japan. But Japan installs
more robots each year than the total that the U.S. has installed in the past 32
years. It is estimated that the number of industrial robots operating in Japan
will reach 880,000 units by the year 2000 (National Robot Society, 1994).
The expected growth in industrial demand for rcbctica technology will
invariably lead to a need for more efficient engineering design practices,
increased productivity in robot programming, and improved resources in
support of research, development, education and training. This thesis
presents a new (C)AD based tool for (Robot) (S)im.ulation or CROBOTS that
has been designed to help meet these needs.
A brief review of robotics fundamentals is provided beginning with a
discussion on industrial robot configurations. Secondly , conventional
programming techniques are reviewed and the potential advantages of offline
programming are discussed. A detailed overview of the requirementa for
mathematical modeling of robotic systems follows. This section includes
development of the direct kinematics, inverse kinematics, and dynamics
models for a revolute manipulator. The application oftheae models in the
development ofnumerical8imulations for robots is then provided. The
capabilities of the CROBOTS software are then highlighted and a diecuaaion
on the developmentofCROBOTS is presented. This is followed by an
overview of the effectiveness of using this software in robot design and
motion planning. Finally, recommendations for the future enhancement of
the CROBOTS software are presented.
1.1 Industrial Robot Programming Techniques
The reduced tim e for prod uct changeovers afforded by FMS is due
primarily to the capability to pre-program robots to perform. a variety of
different tasks. There are three primary forms of robot programming now
being used.in industry; (1) lea d-through programming. (2) teach pe ndant
programming. an d (3) ofiline programming (Greenwood, F., 1989 ). In Iead -
through programming the operator sets the robot controller to programming
mode . grasps the manipulator. an d leads it through th e various poin t moves
which make up the ope ration cycle. After the operator pushes a bu tton. the
controlle r records the pceidcne to whi ch the end effecto r is moved . During
pl ayback the controller is a ble to duplica te th e defin ed robot move s .
Alte rn atively, a band-he ld tea ch pe ndant which enables real tim e
pn>gramming of the robo t is used, Using the pendant, th e operato r is ab le to
jog each robot axes to position the end effecto r where desired.. After the
oper ator pushes a button on the pendant, the points are recorded by the
contro lle r. The teach pendant alec enables the ope ra tor to deve lop the overall
ro bot program which. in additio n to point moves, may include instructions to
contro l gripper actuation. conditional logic, instructiODB for communication
with external sensors and other machines through in put/outp ut (110)
modul es, and most other commands included with the robot control
pn>gramming software. Finally. oft'line programming enables development of
the preliminary robot control program on a PC or wor kstation without the
requirement to take th e robot ou t of service. During en -line programming
using lead through or teach pendant methods. the robot is not available for
prod ucti on an d manufacturers m ust in cur th e cost of thie down time.
In dus trial robots ge nerally provide the operator with the ca pa bility to
develop programs oftline using an ASCn text editor an d then download the
program to the robo t controller . In addition. prop rietary software is available
from commercial robot suppliers which ena bles debugging of the ASCn form
oCthe program before download. These programs, however , typica:1ly do not
provide a 3D graphic:al simulation of th e operation cycle and the operator is,
therefore, still required to test the robot interaction with ita environment
online. Fortunately, there are a number of third party commercial8Oftware
packages available which allow offline programming and 3D graphical
simulation of the robot operatio n cycle. The capital cost of these aoftware
progra.ms an d supporting hardware may in some C88e8 exceed the 008toC
robot hardware and is. therefo re . dif6.cu1t to economically or financially
jus tify for industrial use. Educatio nal and R&D institutions have even more
limited budget funds and purchase of such commercial softw are is generally
not feasible .
1.2 Commercial Omine Programming Software
There are a wide variety of 3D CAD based commercial oftline
programming software packages currently available in the marketplace.
Workspace (versio n 3.2), an indwrtrial robot simulation software package . i.e
a graphic simulation system and a means of off-line programming a robot
cell. The software package will create and simulate robot programs in the
native language of the robot. For example. users orFanuc robots may write
robot programs in Karel, and ABB robot ueers may write robot programs in
ARLA. There is therefore no need for postprcceeecre to translate from a
simulation language to the robot language: the full power of the robot
language is available to the user through off-line programming. It is also
poeaible to tr ansfer exiBting robot program s from th e robot contro ller back
in to Worksp ace for optimization. 80 cff-Iine programming is a two-way
process . The £u11 structure of the robot languages is imple men ted. including
typed vari ables, teachpointa, subro utines. looping, branching on condition.
signals, and condition handler interrupts . All the main indwrt:rial and
educational robot languages are implemented. and a library of over 140 robot
models is available to the user (though it is also possible for users to create
their own robots).
Robotica is a collection of robotics problem solving functions for the
Mathematica software package. It has the capability of reading external
simulation (e.g., SIMNON) output files and displaying the motion of the robot
when subjected to the sequence of joint variables. It requires Mathematica
and X-windows.
Deneb Inc. offers a number of software packages for oft1ine robotics
programming and simulation including IDtraArc • The Simulation and
Programming Tool for Robotic Arc Welding, IDtraFinish . The Simulation
and Analy sis Tool for Robot Deburring, Grinding, Polishing and Buffing,
UltraPaint - The Simul ation and Analysis Tool for Robotic Painting, and
tntraSpot . The Simulation and Program..ming Tool for Spot Welding .
Working Model 3D is a PC based software package which allows
kinematic and dynamic simulation of a variety of mechanical systems. The
program. is not specifically design ed for robotics applications but it does
provide the utilities necessary to build and simulate manipulator operation.
In each of these cases , the cost of the software. required hardware, and
related. training may be difficult to justify for industry and educational
customers who have already dedicated. extensive in-bouse resources to CAD
software such as AutoCAD.
1.3 Related Previ ous Work
Development of the CROBOTS software required conside ration of a
wide array of topics including robotics design fundamentala. direct
kinematics, inverse lrinemat:ic:a,dynamics modeling. inverse dynamics,
numerical controller simulation, offline robot progra.m.m.ing, and robotics
related CAD applications . Several previous research efforts related to th ese
individual topic areas were identified and sourced in th e developmen t of thi.8
thesis.
Development of the direct and inverse kinematics model ha s been well
documented by a numbe r of sources. The basi c par ameter s used to describe a
manipulator were first presented by Denavit an d Hartenberg (1955) and
further detailed by Paul (1981). Piepe r (1968) presented a closed form
solution for th e inverse kinematics for simp le manipulators which Pa ul
(1981) later expanded and applied to industrial robots such as the Unimate
PUMA
Development of control schemes have been numerous as welL Whitney
(1969) proposed the use of resolved motion rate control (RMRC) for robcee.
Given a desired pa th of the tool endpoint in cartesian eo-ordinates, RRMC
can be designed by relating the joint ra tes to the tool endpoint ra te through
the manipulator Jacobian. RRMC. however , gives rise to an accumulation in
tr acking errors in position since positio n is established indirectly by taking
an inte gral over 8 specified time inte rval. The Computed Torqu e model was
origin ally proposed by Bejczy (1974) an d again by Vukobratovic (1982).
Unfortunately. th e Computed Torque vari es from the actu al torq ue due to
inaccuracies in the drnamice model res ulting from unknown friction. payload
and inertia parame ters. Contro l sche mes based on linearization of Lagran ge's
equations by non-linear feedback were propoeed. by Fre und (1982). This
acheme encountered proble ms in discrepencies betwee n required and
calculated torq ues similar to th e Computed Torq ue meth od. Tak egaki and
Arimoto (1981) showed that Proportional plus Derivative (PO) c:ontrollera
can provide stable mani pula tor control if the gravity term can be carefully
compensated for using counterweights. Alternatively, an integral control
term resulting in a PID scheme may be used to com pe nsate for th e gravity
term. This acheme still assumes knowledge of manipulator dynamics. which
invariably are inaccurately modeled.
Th e UBe of CAD to aid in the design and programming of robots has
been the subj ect of several research efforts . Wu (1984) proposed a
ma the mati cal Corm ulation that could be used to build a CAD tool which
would im prove the accuracy of kinematic models and th e developme nt of
offline programs. In this case , cali bration of the actual robot hardware is still
necessary online since th e geometry of the manufactured components differs
from the CAD model. Th e robotics facilities of the CAD/CAM CATlAsy8tem
were proposed by Bcrrel, P. et al (1982 ). This program was developed to run
on compute r workstations . Hornick and Ravani (1986) proposed a CAD tool
called STAR (Simula tion Tool for Automation and Robotics) for offline robot
motion planning and programming. This program was developed to run on
compute r wor kstations and relied on separate programs for the geometric
model and the dyn.amiee model . Dutt (1991) utilized AutoCAD to generate
geometrical information required for ofilin e robo t progra.mmi.ng. In this case .
BASIC programming was used to extract geometrical information
characterizing the manipulator posi tion from th e Drawing In terchange
Format (D XF) file outp ut of AutoC AD. Thi s could only be done one position at
a time. Ryan (1994) proposed. th e use of AutoCAD for sim ula tion of robotic
and a utomated syste ms . AutoCAD is not customized in this case an d
esse ntially this proposal is an overvi ew of native AutoCAD commands that
may be used for a static analysis of positi on geomeay.
Chapter 2
2.0 De velopme n t of t he Ro bot Model
The Robot In.etitute oCAmerica defin es a robot as :
• A robot ;" a reprogrammable. multifunctional manipulator desig ned to moue
moseriols , parts . tools. or specialized de vices through variable programmed
motions for the performanc e of a variety of tasks ."
As thia definition implies, robots are available in a wide variety oCmechanical
configurations but, in gen eral, may be classified in one offive different
claeeifications. These incl ude cartesian, cylindrical spherical, revo lute and
SCARA (Cri tchlow, A.. 1985).
2.1 Ro bot Classifications
Cartes ian Configuration
This configur ati on characterizes robots that have linear or prismatic
motion capability that can be measured in the familiar XYZ cartesian co-
ordinates as shown in Figure 1. The manipulator can be moved.linearly up or
down the vertical Z axis and positioned in th e horizontal plane through linear
motion along both the X and Y.ues. These robots are easiest to program
because of the complete independence of their joints and there is no coupling
between all axes for a rigid and frictionleaa structure. This motion defines a
rectangular workspace that is suitable for relatively simpl e applications such
as machine loadinwunloading and inspection operations.
F igure 1: Cartesian Configuration
Cyli ndrical Co nfi guration
This configuration applie s to robots that combine vertical an d radial
prismatic motion capability with the ability to rotate about the vertical axis
8B shown in figure 2. These combined motions define a cylindrical workspace
volume. The cylindrical configuration is more versatile than the rectangular
configuration an d it is used for a variety of production applica tions. Since
there Ie telescopic radial motion, these units require rela tively small space
and reduced dynamics since initial rotation can be executed with the
mani pula tor retracted. This configuration is well suited to the majority of
pick and place operations . One diaadvantage of the cylindrical configuration
is that the manipulator cannot reach below the bed of the structure.
Redundant degrees of freedom at the wrist may be used to overcome this.
Figure 2: Cylindrical Configuration
Spherical Configuration
The spherical configuration retains the telescopic prismatic radial
motion and the capability for rotation about the vertical axis of the cylindrical
configuration. In addition it employs the ability to rotate about a horizontal
axis through the base as shown in figure 3. The resulting motion capability
defines a hemispherical workspace bounded by an inner and outer
hemisphere. This configuration requires more sophisticated control systems
but it is able to service a larger workspace.
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F igure 3: Spherical Co nfi gu r ation
Revolute Co nfigur a ti o n
Th e revo lute manipulator employs rotary motion capability abo ut th e
base , th e sho ulder and the elbow 88 shown in figure 4. Thr ee ad ditional
rotational degrees of freedom are normally added at the wriBt resulting in a
6-axis manipulator for most industrial units. This configuration provides th e
most dexterity but elsede mands the moat sophisticated controllers. Their
small size re la ti ve to the ir wor ksp ace capabili ty , ease of installation, high
re liability, an d ability to easily work in encl osed spaces mak e them well
suited for a variety of industrial applications. A disadvantage of this
configuration is the degenerating behavior of the manipulator near th e
workspace boundaries. In a ddition., because the shoul der an d elbow axes are
parallel an d orthogonal to the waist axis, these uni ts ha ve relati ve ly low
stiffness. Thi s mak es the m unsuited for many high preci sion applica tions.
"
Figure 4: Rev olute Co nfi llUr a t ion
SCARA Co nfigu ration
The SCARA (Selecti ve Compliance Assembly Robot Ann), which is
specifically designed for high precision assembl y and drilling operations,
overcomes the low st:if£neseproblem of the revolute configurati on but offers
limited mobility . In thia configuration shown in figure 5, the shoulder and
elbow axes are parallel to th e waist axis. The SCARA has four degrees of
freedom : limited rota tions about the shoulder and elbow to position the tool
rotation about th e baseto locate the shoul der and elbow wcekepa ces, and
vertical prismatic:motion of the en d effector . Tbi.smotion capability make s it
well suited for th e majority of eeee mbly cperanone in industry.
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Figure 5: SCARA Configu rat ion
2.2 Mathematical Modeling
lndustrial robots are basically positioning an d handling devices . To
effectively complete typical opera tions such 8.8 weldin g, the robot must be
able to control ita motion. at a minimum, and. in many case s, the forces it
app lies to its environmenL Control of the end effector demands an accurate
an alysis of the characteristics or the mechanical structure, actuators and
sensors. Mathem atical modeling or a robot manipulator is . therefore, a
necessary pre-req uisi te to developing a successful contro ller (Can udas de Wit,
1996) . Modeling or robot manipulators requires consideration of both
kinematics an d dynamics.
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2.3 Kinemati cs
Kinematic modeling concerns the description of the manipulator
motion with respect to a reference frame without consideration of the forces
an d torques that eauee th e motion of the strncture. This formulation of the
kinematic relationship allows study of both direct kinematics and inverse
kinematics. Direct kin ematics enables the description oCthe end effector
motion as a function of joint moti on. Inverse kinematics consists of
transforming the desired end effector motion in the workspace into the
corresponding joint motio n .
2.3.1 Direct Kinematics
A serial link manipulator consists of a seq ue nce of links connected
together by actuated joints. For an n degree of fr eed om manipulator. th ere
will be n links and n joints. Th e relationahip between link.e of a two link
articulated robot can be developed after assigning co-ordinate frames to each
link as shown in figure 6. The tool center point (TCP) can be measured locally
with respect to: (1) moving co-ordinate frame uvw which has ita origin at the
wrist, (2) moving c:o-ordinate frame nmh which has ita origin at the elbow. (3)
moving co-ordinate frame pq r which baa its origin at the shoulder. (4) moving
co-ordinate frame xyz which has itelorigin at the base. or (6) fixed wor ld co-
ordinate frame XYZ which also has ita origin a t the base. The direct
kinematics (DK) solution Cor thia case allows the determination of the
Cartesian position an d orie ntation of the end effector when given the joint co-
ordinates.
Figure 6: Co-oedlae ee Frames for a T....o Li Dk Revolute R obot
For a locked wrist case, the end effector tool center point (TCP) to base
transform ati on is (Hinchey, M .J ., 1994):
-Sa 00I CP 0Sp 0Ic,
Ca a 0 0 I 0 0 0
o I 0 -sp 0 cs G -s«
00 1000 1 0
o s. 01 U ]I 0 0 v
o C& H E + w
o 0 I I
(I)
where {Jh. Pr. pJ is th e cartesian position of the TCP with respect to
the bese fram e X.Y,Z in [ml_
(u, v, w ) is the cartesian posi tion of th e TCP with re spect to the
wrist frame uvw in [m].
E is the base height in [m].
G is the length of link 1 in [m].
H is the length of link 2 in [m] .
Ca and similar notations are used to a bbrevia te coainelsine of
respective join t angles in [rad] .
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At the wrist. u =v =w = 0 and the wrist to base transformation is therefore:
-Sa 0 0rcp 0 ss or SEE ]Ca 0 0 0 I 0 0 0
o I 0 -sp 0 cp G H + CEE
001000 1 I
(2)
where <.p- p,... Pro) represe nts the positio n of the wrist or origin of the
en d effector frame with respect to the base reference frame .
Matrix multiplication yields:
- Sa
Ca
o or CPSEE+SP(H +Ct£) ]
o 0 0
I 0 G-SpsEE+CP(H +Ct£)
o I I
(3)
From which it follows :
p,. = ea(Cp&E + Sfl(H + C<E)
p,. = Sa(Cp&E + Sfl(H + C<E)
Pm= G - Sp&E + CP<H+ C<E)
(4)
(5)
(6)
Letting K lJ -- e, these equations reduce to:
'6
p,. = & (S<E + S~H)
Pzo = G-+ CPH + CKE
It should benoted that inspecti on of geometry yields th e same equ ation s.
For a two link revolu te robot with a Roll Pitch Yaw (RPY) wrist for end
effector orientation, the tool cente r point (TCP) to base transformation is :
(7)
(8)
(9)
[
fh] rca -Sa 0 °ICP 0 sp °I ce 0 Se 01'Pi' Sa Ca 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 I 0 0 0
p: ::: 0 0 1 0 -ss 0 cs G -se 0 Ce H 0
1 0001000100 01 0
[
crcr - CPSY SP 0IU]
CRSY+SRSPCY CRCY - SRSPSY - SRCP 0 v
SRSY - CRSPCY SRCY +CRSPSY cscr 0 w
o 0 0 I I
where P is th e pitch angle in {ra d].
Y is the yaw angle in [rad] .
R is the roll angle in [rad] .
Multiplication gives an equa tion of th e form :
o 0]o 0
I E
o I
(10 )
(11)
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The TCP of the end effecto r may. th ere fore . be expressed in terms of
base co-ord:inates through a rotatio n matrix R = [n 0 a] re prese nting the
orientation of th e end effector an d a position vecto r Po re presenting the
position of the wrist. These values are denoted collectively 88 the arm T
mat:riL As shown in figure 7. the approach vector a re presents th e reach
direction. The orientation vector 0 rep resents th e direction specifying the
ori enta tion of the end effector from fingertip to fingertip. The normal vector D
is chosen to complete the defini tio n of a righ t-handed co-ordinate system.
F igure 7: Robot End E ffector Orientation Vectors
2.3.2 Inverse Kinematics
The OK solution allows th e determination of the TCP position wi th
respect to th e base frame given the wrist positio n an d the end effector
orienta tion. While this solutio n is an important part of mathematical
modelin g of robots , th e in verse kinema tics (lK) solution offers more practical
informa tion that can be used in the development of controlle r strategies. The
1K solution for the revolute robot is aimed at determining th e joint angles
18
neceeeary to produce a given position and orientation of the end effector . The
IK solution for the wrist of the re volute robot. previously shown in Figure 1,
allow s the determination of the jo int angles 0.. P. and If. corresponding to a
give n (p-. p,.. p.) location.
Manipulation of equations (4) and (5) yields:
p.,Sa =SaCa (So<E • S~II)
(12)
p,. Ca =CaSa(So<E • S~II)
(13)
Subtracting equation (13) from (12) gives:
p,.Ca - p.,Sa = 0
(1 4)
Solving Cor a. implies;
( 151
where atan2 is a computer representation of atan which accounts for th e fact
that two possible qua dranta provide the same solutio n for e,
Additional manipulation of equ ati ons (12) and (13) yields:
p..C a = CaCa(So<E • S~II)
(1 6)
p,.Sa = SaSa(So<E • S~II)
(17)
,.
Summation gives :
p..Ca + p,.sa =S<E + S~H
Manipulation of this equation yields :
SK= (p..Ca +p,.8a . S~H)IE = P + RS~
Manipulation of equation (9) gives:
CK=(p.. -G · C~H)IE =Q + RC~
Squaring both sides of equations (19) and (20) yields:
SKSK +CKCK=(P + RSfJ,p + (Q + RCfJ)2 =1
Expanding this gives an equation of the form:
IC~+JS~ =K
General analytical inverse kine matics formula can be used to show that :
p=otan2(J fI )+otJm2(±"/11 + J1 _K1 IK
(18)
(19)
(20)
(21)
(22)
(23)
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The P. Q, R equations are of the form:
SK=V and CK=W
where with a and f3 known, V and Ware also known. V and W can th en be
used to determine:
K =atan2(V1W)
(24)
(25)
Exanrination of equations (15), (23) , (24) and (25) reveals that the IK solution
is not unique . There are two possible solutions for CL There are in turn, for
each a, two possible solutions (or f3 and E. Thus, there may be four ad.missible
solutions obtained.for the wrist position according to the values of a. P. and E.
These include two elbow-up positions and two elbow-down positions as
illustrated. in figure 8 .
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Figure 8: Multiple Arm Solutions Cor a Rev olute Robot
2.4 Singularity
For certain configurations of a manipulator, finite end effector rates
require infinite joint rates. These configurations are sai d to be singular. Joint
loads gene rate d by a controlle r are usually excessive near singular
configur atio ns. To dete rmine singular configurations for th e wrist of the
revolute robot . conside r th e wrist position equa tions previously developed:
pm = Ca(SKE + S~H)
(7)
p,. = Sa(SKE + S~H)
(8)
Pzo= G+CIJH+CKE
(9)
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Differentiation with respect to time gives :
p-=-Sa(SIl£ +SfI/}a + Ca( CK£ +CfH )jJ+ CaCK£i
(26)
p". "" Ca( SKE+S fI/}a + Sa( CK£+ CfI/)P + SaCK£i
(21)
p-. -{S/H +SK£lP - SK£&
(28)
Solving equation (28) (or i :
&= [-P. -(S/iH +SK£)PI I SK£
(29)
Substitution into equations (26) and (27) yields:
p- = -Sa(SKE+SfI/ }a +C a( CK£ +CfI/) p . CaC KfSq - p.. -(S/lH+ SJC£)iJ1
(30)
p".z:: -Ca(SKE+S fJH)it. + Sa(C K£+C{JH)P . SaCK fSq-p.. - (S/iH + SK£),8J
(31)
Manipulati on gives :
SKi>-+C<£:,.".. - SaSK(SK£ + S/H l<i+ [CaSK{CK£ +C/H) - C<£:K{S/iH +S.£)IP
(32)
SKi>-+S<£:,.". = -CaSK{SK£ + S/iHl<i +[SaSK{CK£ +C/iH )-S<£:K{S/iH +SK£lIP
(33)
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Multiplying equation (32) by Co and equation (33) by Sa and summing the
results yields:
Ca{S.p..+caC'¢-)+Sa{S.p,. + SaC'¢-l =CajcaS«C<£ +CfR/ )- c aC«SfR/ + S<£) !P
+Sal saS«C<£ +CfR/)-saC«SfR/ + S<£J!P
(34)
Equation (34) is of the form A = B p .lnfinite pocc:urs when B = 0:
CalCa5« C<£ +C/lH )-c aC« SfR/ +Sdi)]
+SalSa5« C<£+C/lH)- saC«S/lH +S<£1I- 0
(35)
Expansion and simplification gives :
(CaCa + SoSa)SK(CJC£ + CfJH) -(CaCa + SaSa )CK(SfJH + SIC£) =0
(36)
SKC~· C.s~ =0
S"'CK =Sfl/C~
tan(o<)=tan(~)
(37)
Equation (37) has two solutions: It =P when E:=0 and It =P + 11"when E:
= 'II" These angles correspond to the outer and inner limits of the workspace .
At these limits, radial motion is impossible and a degree of freedom is lost .
It should be noted that in general end effector rates , p , and joint rates, q,
are connected by a Jacobian matrix, J. of derivati ves through the equatio n
p= J q. Manipulation gives q = J -tp . It turns out that the singular
configurations occur where the determinant of J is zero because the
determinant appears in the den ominator of each component of J·I.
2'
Chapter 3
3.0 Dynamical Equations of Motion
Simulations based only on the kin em atic model for a robot assume it
will faithfully follow its comm an ded trajectory. In practice, industrial rcbcea
are us ually required to move at high speeds to achieve higher prod ucti vity
and dynamic effect8 may begin to dominate. A controll er design baaed solely
on th e kinematic model may result in drive saturation. Nonlin ear dynamic
coupling and inertial effecte can alec make the robot devia te significantly
from the design trajectory , cause excessive ovenhoot, and destabilize th e
sys te m. Finally, the di&c:rete-time and time-delay characteristics of the robot
contro l compute r so me times interact with the robo t dynamics to further
degrade and deetabilize th e syste m's performance.
These problema must be considered in the robot design. Th e driv e
motors and circuits must be sized to produce the desired performance. Th e
links must be cons tructed to minimize the dynamic effects, an d the control
system must be desi gned. to ensure dynamic performance over th e entire
work profile of the robot . In order to accomplish th ese goals, good an alytical
dynamic models or si mula tions of the robot are required (Andeen, G. et el,
1988 ).
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The first step in devel oping the dynamic simulation for a rigi d link
robot is to wri te the equations of motion for the system. Two formulations are
mainly used to deri ve the dynamic model.:the Lagrangian formulation and
the Newto n-Baler formulation . The Lagrangian formulation is simp ler and
more syste matic while th e Newtcn-Buler formulation is considered. more
efficient from a computational point of view (Can udas de Wit, S., 1996) .
3.1 Lagrangian Equations ofMotion
One approach to th e dynamics problem is to consider th e
ins tantaneous equilibri um of every part of th e system For thi s. a free body
diagram is constructed separating each body from othe r parts of th e system,
and th eir infl uence is substituted by the initially unknown reaction forces .
When a syste m cons ists cf numeroua bodies, however. this technique becomes
very cumbersome and requires dealing with large systems of equations. In
the dynamics analyBie methods based. on the principle of virtual work . the
coIl8training effects on a bod y of othe r bodies in the system are not
considered by the introduction of unknown reactions . Ineeead, imaginary
infinitesimal displacements which could be given to various part8 oftbe
syste m without violating th e const:raint conditi ons are considered. The se
displacements are called virtual displacements.
Virtual work is defined as an increment of wor k which a force . F.
acting on a particle might perform on a virtual dis placement of a particle an d
is written as (Ri vin, E., 1988):
&W = F8qcosa.
(38)
,.
where 8W is the virtual work
Sq is the virtual displacement
a. is the angle between directions of furce and disp lacement
It can be show n that:
L8W=O
(39)
where 2:&W is the sum.of virtual works on any virtual displacement of
the system .
This oonstitutes the princi ple cf virtual work.
The Lagrangian formulation is based on th e principle of virtual work
and D'A1embert's principle which states that reaction loads due to inertia can
be tre ated as static loads in th e virtual work sta tement. Lagrangea equations
of motion Cor a general mul ti degree of freedom system are given by (Arimoto,
S.• I996) ,
d(3UiJiW<b- iJLlaq ,••
(40 )
where L = T - V is known 88 the system La grangian
T is th e total kine tic energy of th e system
V is th e total potential energy of th e system
ql re presents th e generalized displa cements.
r l represents th e generalized loads .
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Friction loads can be added to th e Lagrangian form ula tion using th e
Rayle igh Diasipation function although it is ofte n easier to conside r them
part of the generalized load. By definition. the generalized load.T, for a
particular generalized disp lacement, q, is equal to the virtual work. 8W, done
by external loads during a virtual displacement, 8q, divi ded by the virtual
disp lacement:
(41)
(42)
where j is the joint load and a an d b are constants associated with wet
and dry friction respectively.
Jointllink compliance both ad d to V an d this is often modele d using finite
element discretization <Hinchey. M.J ., 1994).
3.2 Equations oCMotion Corthe Re volute Rob ot
Consider a rigid revo lute robot structure with a concentrated payload
mass, M, at the wrist. The kinetic energy ofM is:
(43)
Similarly, the potential energy of Mis:
V ::Mg[G+HCP+EC~]
(44)
2.
For a spherical payload with rotary inertia I, we would add to T:
(45 )
To simplify the presentation, the payload mass is assumed dominant and the
I contributions to T ar e ignored. In thi s case . the Lagrangian is :
L=T -V
L = M I2([E 2+H 2+2EHCelp2+E 2&2 +2 [ £2 +EHCeJPt +[HSp +ESK)2a2)
- Mg[G +HCp+ £ CK]
(46 )
The equations of motion ar e:
d(iJLl iJti) /dt - iJLliJa =,
(47)
d(aLlap )ldt -a Liap ''1'
(48)
d( iJUiJt )/dt - iJLliJe = OJ
(49)
where q" rp, and w are the joint loads . Manipulation of equation (47) gives:
iJLliJa = O
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d(iJL / iJti )/Jt =M (HSfJ+ ESIC)la + 2M (HSfJ+ ESICXHCfJ+ £CIC)tZiJ
+ 2M (HSfJ+ ESc }ECKtiE
Equation (47) become s:
;=M(HSfJ+£SIC)lii +2M(HSfJ+£SICXHCfJ+ECIC)ciP+2M(HSfJ+ £SIC)ECKtiE
(SO)
where 4'is the beeetorque
Note the gyroscopic te rms apand asin equation (50).
Manipulation of equation (48) gives :
iJLl iJfJ = Mg(HSfJ + ESK) + M(HSfJ+ £SICXHCfJ + £CK)ci'J
d(iJLl iJP}/ dt =M (EJ+ H J+ 2£HCe}p + M (E J+ £HC&)i- MEHSd J- 2MEHSEPt
Equation (48) becomes:
rp= M (£J + H l + 2£HCe)p + M (El +£HCe}£-MEHSet l - 2MEHS&iJi
-Mg( HSP +£SK)- M( HSp +£SKXHCP +£CK)ti J
(5 1)
where If) is the shoulder torque
Note the centrifugal terms t l and a l and th e Coriolis te rm Pt .
:lO
Manipulation of equation (49) gives :
Equation (49) becomes:
where (lJ is the elbow torqu e.
Note the centrifugal term s iJ1 and li z .
(52)
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Chapter 4
4.0 Simulati on
Robot simulation is the solution of th e equations of motion of the
manipulator that yields th e posi tions, velocities , and acce ler ations of the
system elements 88 functions of tim e. In some ease s, these simulations alec
yield the drive forces and torq ues required to produ ce motion and th e
resulting internal forces in the systems mechanical elements . The drive loads
are important in th e design of the system's actuators and control circuits. The
internal forces are required for the design of the mechanica.l component8 of
the manipulator. CAD baaed simulations enable generation of displays of th e
manipulator motiana to aid in evaluation and interpretation of system
performance.
In most cases, three levels of simulation are used to study a
manipulator design. The fir st level kinemati c simulation , assumes th e
motion of the manip ula tor iii determined by th e comman ded joint
displace ments . The positions and velociti es of th e mani pulator are calculated
using standard kinem ati c models and th e dynami cs of th e manipulator and
its control system are ignored.. The second and more complex form of
eimulation usee a rigid link dynamic model of the ann. At this level of
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simulation. the dynamic characteristics of the control systems, drive
actuators. transmissions. and control computer may be considered. In this
case, the equations of motion are coupled sets of nonlinear. algebraic,
dift'erential and difference equations whose solution requires the use of
numerical forward integration techniques. This form of simulation is most
useful in designing and evaluating the manipulator's control systems. which
include its computer and its drive system. In the third and most complex
form of simulation, the distributed mass and flexibility of the manipulator's
mechanical elements are included in the model in addition to the control and
drive properties contained in the rigid link analysis. Finite element methods
typically must be used to in order consider the links of the geometric
com plexity found in industrial manipulators (Andeen, G., 1988).
The basic structure of all three levels of simulation is shown in figure
9. In this structure, the data describing the system parameters and
commands are input and all calculations that are not time dependent are
performed. These data may be obtained directly from CAD models of the
manipulator's elements. Based on user defined or default initial conditions
for the end effector position vector, p(to), the equations of motion are then
evaluated.. The vector p<t)is then integrated. using standard numerical
forward-integration algorithms to obtain the state of the system at to+ .1.t.
This provides the new initial conditions to repeat the proceee, so the solution
to the equations of motion advances in time in the manner of classical
forward interaction (Kern, G., 1978) .
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Time Algebraic Integration Time
Invari ant Solu tion lnv ariant
Parameter - JI.··-rw + 1I DataCeJculations j(.)= F( ... . ) Evaluation
&. 1=&
R.-p~T.'N. tan-
U t c:t-
Figure 9: General Simulation Block Diagram
4.1 Control Torque Co nt r ol
A basic problem in ro ntro llin g robots is to make th e manipulator follow
a preplanned desired. ~ectory. In more advanced a pplica tions, the robot
con troller must ena ble trajectory planning which involves finding the
prescribed path. collisio n avoi dance. and ecceecl of actuator saturatio n . For
point to point pomtiODcon tro l th ere are number of control echemes which
may be used to provide acce ptable posi tionin g accuracy (An. C. et at 1988) .
There ha ve been numerous robot contro l schemes proposed whi ch can
be considered. 8 S special cases of th e claee of Computed Torque Contro llers .
To help develop thia fOnD of contro ller for a re volute robot, th e Lagrangian
equa tions of moti on (50), (51) and (52) may be gen eralized in the following
form <Lewis. F. et el, 1993) :
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M(q)q+ Y(q.ti) + G(q) "" T
(53)
where M(q) is an n x n inertia mat::rix. q and its derivatives are n x 1
vectors of genenilized co-ordinates, and Y(q.iU , G{q) and Taren
x 1 vectors con taining velocity -dependent torques, gravity
torques. and input torques respectively.
To accoun t for friction and distrurbances.,this generalized robot dynamical
equation becomes:
M(q)ij +V(q.ti) +G(qj + F(q)+ u _ T
(54)
Alternatively, this equation may be written as:
M(q)q + N(q.ti) + U = T
(56 )
where the nonlinear terms are represented. by N(q.V ,.Y(q.q)+ G(q) + F( q) .
FOT a desired triQectory, qd(t). an output tracking error may be defined to
ensure trajectory tracking by th e joint variable 8S follows:
e(t ) = qd(t) - q(t)
(66)
3S
Differentiating twice yields:
Substituting for ij in equation (55) gives :
(57)
Defining the control input function as :
(58)
This feedback lin earizing transform ati on may be inverted to yield.:
(59)
This is referred to 88 the Computed Torque Control Law.
The use of the control input, u, has converted 8 complicated non-linear
contro ls problem into 8 simp le design for 8 linear system. The block diagram
for a Computed Torq ue Contro l sch eme shown in figure 10 ill ustrates tha t
this form of contro l utilizes both an inn er oontro lloop and an oute r centrol
loop. Th e computed torque depe nds on th e inversion of the robot dynamics
an d is sometimes called inver se dynamics contro l. r( t) is computed in the
inner loop by substituting ij. - u for ij in equation (55). H the dynamic model
is exact, the nonlinear dynamic perturbations are exactly canceled and what
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is left is a decoupled linear system that can be controlled according to
standard techniques (.An, C. et al, 1988). Unfortunately. dynamic models are
never exact and an outer loop feedback signal is therefore required to
counteract tnQectory dri£l; or error growth. Independent joint control using
proportional plus integral plus derivative (PID) control may be used to
compute the corrective torque in the outer loop .
L J
Figur-e 10:
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4.2 PID Control
The outer loop control feedback signal may be generated using pm
contro l in accordancewith th e equation:
(60)
where Kp, K... and leiare the proportional, derivative and integral gains
repsectively.
The proportional contro l made produces a chan ge in the controller output
proportional to th e error signal. With this mode of control at steady sta te
there is a residual erro r du e to gravity . This would imply that th e
propo rtional gain sho ul d be as high as possible since increasing the gain
should reduce the residual error required to produce a change in the
con troller output. lncreasing the gain.. however . increases th e tendency for
oscillatio n of th e manipulator a bout the posi tio n .eetpoint. To eliminate th e
resi dual erro r, an integ:ra.l control term. is added. Th e integral mode changes
the contro ller outp ut by an amount proporti onal to the integral of th e erro r
s ignal As lon g aa th ere is an erro r, th e integral mode will change the outp ut
at a rate proportional to the sum of th e error over tim e. The deri vative
contr ol mode may be added to limit cecillatione. This mode of control chan ges
th e output of the contro ller propo..'1ional to th e rate of change of the error
signal. The derivative mode is an attempt to anticipate an error by observing
how faBt the error is changing, and using th e rate of change to prod uce a
contro l action that will red uce the expected erro r . Derivative contro l
contri butes to the outp ut of the controller only when the error is changing
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and is. therefore. always used in combination with the proportional. or
proportional plus integral control modes (8ate8OD, R.. 1996) .
The PID gains mwrt be selected for each joint of the manipulator
separately since th e Computed Torqu e cootroller does not result in a
decoupled control strategy in th e inner loop. Thus, information on all joint
positions and velocities is needed to compute the contro l torque for any one
joint. The PID gain.a may be selected. based on the natural frequency of the
mani pula tor and th e desired.damping in the system. The PD gains may be
selected as (Lewis. F. ee al, 1993):
(61)
K..=2tw..
(62)
where Cia the desired damping ratio.
w... is th e natural freq uency for joint error i in [ra d/s].
Since it is unde sirable for the robot to exhib it overshoot, the PO gains are
usually selected for criti cal damping t =1. In this case :
(63)
It can be shown that for clceed-Iccp stability. th e integral gain is subject to
th e condi tion:
(64)
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4.3 Zero Order Hold
While moo contro llers are designed in oontinuous time. they are
implemented on robots digitally. In this case , the control signa.la are updated
at discreet instants of time using a mi ceoproceeece. To verify that a controller
will ope ra te as expected. it is highly desirable to simulate it in its digitized
form prior to actual implementation.
A generalized. digital control scheme may be represented in simplified.
block: diagram form. 88 shown in figure 11 (Lewis, F.• 1993). The plant or
system to be controlled. is a continuous -time system and K(z) is the dynamic
digital controller where z is the Z·transform variable . The refere nce input r{t)
is the desired trajectory that y(t) should follow, and ell is the discrete tracking
~T~T~
_ K(z) Hold Plant
Figure 11: Digital Co nt r o lle r
'"
The sampler with sample pe ri od T is an analog·to-digital (AID)
converter that taies the samples y(k'I') at the output y(t) that are required by
the 80ftware controller. In robot control y(t) might represent the vector
composed of q(t) and q(1) . The hold device is a digital.to-analog (DIA)
converter that converts the discrete control samples ua. computed. by the
software controller K(z) unto the continuous time control u(t) required by the
plant.
Zero-order hold (ZOH) is generally used for controls purposes. For
ZOH . the in put Uk and the output u(t) are shown in figure 12. Note that u(t)
is hel d continuous until updated at times kT .
~~
o T2T 3T4T STST 1T
T -
Figure 12: Zero Order Hold
4.4 Numerical Simulation
The equations olmotion (50}. (51), and (52) for the revolute robot can
be expreeeed in mat:ri.J: f'arm 88:
[::~ ~ I~]=[::]OOA.IlaBJ
(65)
where All =M (E
'
+ H
'
+2EHCe)
AI,=M(£' + £HCe}
A 21 = M(E
'
+ EHCe)
.A..2J= A/E'
An = M(HSP + ESr)'
BI = 'P+M(HSP + ESr XHCp + ECr)ti 2+Mg(HSP + ESK)
+ 2MEHSePt + MEHSa2
BJ=OJ+M(HSP+ ESK)ECkti
'
+ MgESK-MEHS4J
'
BJ= ; - 2M( HSP +ESKXHCP + £CK)tiP - 2M( HSP+ESc )ECl iU
Multipli cati on of both sides of the matrix equation by the inverse of'th e A
matrix gives equations (or a. if , and i :
(66)
if = A:D.BI -AuBl
AIIA:D. -AuAlI
(67)
_ AnB2-AlIBI&= - - - -
A,,~ -Aa2Al,
(68)
Letting ti= Kl, p= K2, t =K3. a=a. b= iJ. and c=t . these become a set of
six first order ordinary differential equations :
P =b
Using a simple Euler one step integration sche me gives :
(a--t%""')l liI - a-
(a-- a-)I AI = K I""
(p.. - p,.)/6J .b~
(..... -~)/6J= K2.M
(r-. -~)/ AJ=Ce4I
(e--c..w) / !!J =KJ-t
where subscri pt old indicates valu es at the beginning of a time step
and subscript new indicate s values at the end of a time step .
Using this integra tion scheme . the equations of motion can be solved 88 a
functi on of time an d the manipulator motion can be simulated using the
Computed.Torque PID control model
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Chapter 5
5.0 CROBOTS: A CAD Ba sed Tool for Rob ot Simulatio n
CROBOTS is a proposed software simulati on tool that is designed to
assist users in th e design., application, and programming of ed ucational and
industrial robots . The software is written using the AutoLisp programming
language and runs as a third party application inside AutoCAD R14.
CROBOTS combin es tbe impressive graphics capability of AutoCAD with
custom de veloped tools for robot mode l cre ation, ope ra tio n cycle planning,
and simulation of robot controllers. While the softw are is primarily designed
as an educational tool for robotics related curricula. it also has potential for
commercial applicati ons .
5. 1 Commercial A p plications
In most industrial a pplications. motion planning is performed by the
pro gr ammer rather than a compu te r. Th e actual robo t hardware in its wo r k
environm ent is used to plan 8 strategy for performing a task. This usually
involves using a teach pendant or a high level programming language to
facilli ta te the teaching or th e progranuning of the robot . Once th e
programming is completed for a task, th e robot hardware is used in playback
mode to test the program and the manipulation strategy. Debugging is
accomplished through a teach-playback loop. The robot programmer can use
CROBOTS in ccniuncticn with nati ve AutoCAD functionality to assess
preliminary robot operation cycle designs. This could reduce unprod uctive
programming of th e actual robot hardware.
The robot's performance in response to various control strategies may
also be gra phically simulated using CROBOTS. This may aid designers in the
prelim.inary stages of contro ller design.
5.2 Educational Applications
CROBOTS offers a number of potential benefits for educational
inBtitutions who are faced with th e challenge of maintaining current and
adequate resources related to the field of robotics with only limited budgets.
Firstly , CROBQTS is written as a third party application for AutoCAD.
AutoCAD has dominated the PC CAD market and is recognized 8S the
industry standard. Instruction in the use of AutoCAD is a fundamental
component of engineering technology and degree programs in many Colleges
and Unive rsities both nationally and internationally. The learning curve for
CROBOTS is insignificant for st ude nts and educato rs who already have skills
in AutoCAD. Robotics instruction utilizing CROBOTS may th erefore be
focused on the learning of key concepts an d not on how to use the software.
Secondly, the ease of progranuning in AutoUSP should facilitate the
development of additional CROBOTS routines by students and educators .
Stude nts will also benefit from this opportunity to learn AutoUSP
programming since this skill may be important for future related
employment in in dustry. Furtherm ore , the graphical simulation capability of
CROBOTS allows stude nts to actually see the effects of manipulating
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dynamic an d control parameters on robot performance. This may help
reinforce theoretical concepts delivered using traditional lectures. Finally,
the cost of robot hardware is often pro hibi tive Cor moo educational
inBtit utiona. CROBOTS provides students with an offline tool which can be
used to learn basic conce pts before moving on to th e actual rcbce hardware.
In a ddition, since most enginee ring educational institutions already use
AutoCAD, the y should not ha ve to incur the a dded C08t of a graphics engine
as would be the case with commercial oftlin e robotics progranuning software.
..
5.3 CROBOTS Overview
CROBOTS incl udes customized menus and new AutoLisp functions
which provide the user with specialized commands th at facili tate th e use of
AutoCAD for robot geometric modeli ng, operation cycle plan ni ng, and
contro ller si mula tion. Th ese spec ia lize d fun ctions are mad e available th rough
custo miza tion of the AutoCA D me nu file as shown in figur e 13.
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Figure 13: Customized Pull-Down Menu Cor CROBOTS
The modified menu file pr esen ts the user with a CROBOTS pull -down menu
whi ch in itially provides only a "Load CROBOT Sn opt ion. Selection of this
opt ion loads a second cus tom menu whic h th en mak es all CROBOTS
fun ctions ava ila ble to th e user 8S shown in figure 14.
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Figure 14: CROBOTS Main Menu
The main men u features five menu optio ns including "Create New Robot
Model", "Home", "Simula te IK", Simulate Controller", and "Unload Robot
Modeler",
Create New Robot Model
This me nu opt ion provi des a customized paramet ric dr awin g too l
which allows the user to quickly generate a functional geometric model of the
robot . Selection of this option displays an image box from which the use r may
choose the robot configuration desired. The image box includes options for all
five mechanical configurations of robots including revolute. cartesian,
cylindrical, spherical and SCARA 88 shown in figure 15.
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Figure 15: Image Menu for "C re a te New Robot Model"
Following se lection of the configuration type, th e user is only req uired to
input the desired robot dimensions. In th e case of th e revolute robot , for
exam ple, th e user is required to input th e base heigh t, th e length of link I,
and the len gth of link 2. A 3D solid model of th e robot geometry is then
automatically generated based on thi s input 8 S shown in figure 16.
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xFigure 16: Cre a t e New Rob ot Model
Home
The home function simulates a standard capability of industrial robots
to assume a reference or default start-up position. Industrial robots, which
incorporate incremental optical encoders for position measurement, require
this capability to a llow reset of counters before programmi ng. In the
CROBOTS program, this fun ction sim ilar ly init iali zes re levant AutoLisp
variables and automatically re-positions the robot to its required startup
position as shown in figure 17.
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Figure 17: Hom e Pos it ion for the Robot
S im u la te IK (Inverse Kin ema ti c s)
This menu option provi des the user with two su bmenu optio ns "Teach"
and "Run Cycle". The "Teach" optio n allows the user to simulate the
industrial on-line programming practice of teaching and recording a series of
points which define the robot traj ector y. Thi s func tion computes the inverse
kinem at ics solution for the manipula tor which th en allows automatic r eo
posi tioning of th e robo t TCP . Following selection of this option, th e use r
specifies th e desired point locat ion by ei ther "cur sor picking" a locat ion in th e
drawing wind ow or by keyboard entr y of th e point co-ordinates at the
AutoCAD comma nd prompt. In eithe r case , speci fication of th e desired point
repositions the manipulator TCP 8S shown in figure 18. The user is also
provided with the optio n to reco rd the point co-ordinates. Recorded points are
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stored in an ASCII text file which may be later used in CROBOTS or for
download to industrial robot contro llers.
!l"10" ... __ I _
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Figure 18: Teaching t he Robot
Th e function may be used in conjunction with native AutoCAD commands to
simulate pat h tr acking by the robot. For example, if a circular path is
required, AutoCAD can be used to dr aw the circle and then subdivide it into a
number of segments. The teac h fun ction can then be used to approximate
tracking of the circle with point to point moves from the beginning of a
segment to the end of a segment . Figure 19 illustrates a segmented ellipt ical
path with segment endpoints displayed. AutoCAD's object snap option s
ena ble the user to use th e "Tea ch" function to individually record each point
and reposition th e manipulator accordin gly.
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Figure 19: Trajectory Approximation u sin g the "T each" Function
The "Run Cycle" function enables the user to "playback" the repositioning of
the manipulator defined through the series of points recorded in the ASCII
text file. In effect, this function allows graphical simulation of the P'TP
motion of the manipulator along the approximated trajectory.
Simulate Controller
This menu option enables numerical simulatio n of a computed tor que
with PIO controller and graphical simulation of the corresponding
manipulation for PTP motion of the robot . Following selection of this option .
the user is prompted for gain values, cycle time, and command angles as
shown in figure 20. The function then provide s a graphical simulation of the
manipulator motion in response to torques generated based on the modified
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computed torque model. The overall ou tput torque a t eac h joint is calculated
based on the dynamical equat ions of motion , the PID cont rol signa l, the relay
control signal, an d th e use of zero or der hold, if desired .
~--- .:J
_ .. ' - .J.l
..
F tgu re 20: S im u late Co ntrolle r
The user is a lso provided with a utility which allo ws automatic gene ration of
a 3D polylin e path which gra phically sum marizes th e manipulator motion for
the given cont rol parameter s . Thi s capa bility may be used to compare the
effects of changing control parameters suc h as the ZOH sampling rate.
Un load Robot Modeler
Thi s menu option is incl uded to allow th e user to unload CROBOTS
an d restore th e standard AutoCAD menu display.
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5.4 Overview of AutoCAD Customizati on for CROBOTS
The development o( CROBOTS involved the modification of th e
AutoCAD R14 menu file . the creation oCa template drawing file . the creation
o( sli de files, th e creation o( blocks. and th e creation oCnew AutoLisp
functions. Two modified menu files were created. to provide the CROBOTS
pull-down menu: crobo tal.mnu and crobota2 .mnu. Secondly. a template
drawing file with th e required layers and viewport se ttings was de ve loped.
Finall y. Autolisp functions were created to enable the menu options "Create
New Robot Model", ' Teach", "Run Crcl e", and "Sim ula te Contro ller" .
5.4.1 AutoCAD R14
AutoCAD R14 is a general purpose Computer Aided Design (CAD )
drafting appli cation (or th e PC. The software pro vides an open architecture
that permits the user to cuatomize and extend many AutoCAD features to
sui t the particular requirementa at hand. This has led to the deve lopm en t o(
numerous third party software applications which are specificall y designed to
improve th e prod uctivity of CAD draft.i.ng in particular technical diBciplin es
such as Architectural Design. AutoCAD cu etomization capability has
improved with each new rele ase and many past custom user developed.
functions have become part oCthe standard. tools offered in (ollowin g release s
of AutoCAD (Auto Desk. 199 7).
AutoCAD cus to miza tion capability enables use rs to :
Deve lop custom menus
Program th eir own dialogue boxes
Create RCriptato a utomate repetitive command sequences
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Define your own text: fon ts
Defin e your own line types
Define your own hatch pa tterns
Create custo m aymbola an d parts libraries
Create temp la te drawings with custo m defa ult se ttings
ExportlImport OXF files to share drawing geometry wi th oth er
a ppli ca tions
Genera te sli des or postBcript files
• Utilize the Wlnd ow8 OLE ca pa bili ti es
Use Autolisp, Diesel , an d ARX (Au toCAD Runtime Extension)
programming lan guages to perform calculations, automate repetitive
tasks. and create new AuwCAD commands
Generate 3D solid models and extract enginee ring data
These customizatiODcapa bili ties coupled with th e already impressive
gra phics cre ati on and editing ca pa bili ti es of AutoCAD made it well sui ted for
the developme nt of CROBOTS. In addi tion, since AutoCAD is the acce pted
indus try standard for CAD on th e PC. the tim e and C06t that students,
educators, robot designers, and robot programmers incur to become proficient
in th e use of CROBOTS and rel evant AutoCAD commands sho uld be
red uced. Studen ts of robotics sho uld also benefit further since the y may
acq uire new AutoCAD skilla. such as customiza tion, that pote ntial employers
may desire. In addition, since most students have already used AutoCAD for
Engineering Graphics cour ses , its use in robotics courses will allow th em to
focus on the learning of key robotics concepts and not th e learning of a new
graphics software pack age .
..
5.4 .2 The Template Drawing File
Templates are drawing files with pre-e stablished settings for new
drawings. These files allow users to pre-d efine defaults for numerous drawing
parameters including layers, text sty les, dimension styles, symbo l libraries,
and a variety of syste m variables which cont rol the performance of AutoCAD .
The CROBOTS template , revsetup.dwt, pre -defines the layer structure and
viewport setup as shown in figu re 21. This layer setup allows the automatic
se lection of the manipulator geome try in a number of CROBOTS Auto Lisp
functions. The viewport setu p is pre- defined to automatically provide the user
wit h a top view displ ay, a front view display, an d a 3D view displ ay of the
manipulator .
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Figure 21: Layer Dialogue Box for Temp late Revsetup.dwt
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5.4.3 The Modified AutoCAD Menu File
The AutoCAD main menu file, acad.mnu. is an ASCII text: file that can
be edited using a sui ta ble text editor to provide custom menu optioIl8_The
use r is able to deve lop custom pull -down menus, image me nus, menu
toolbare, button men us , and the scree n men u by editing th e appropriate
section of acad.mn u.
The CROBOTS fun ctions appear 88 pull-dow n menu options in a new
pull -down menu that has been created by modifyin g the standard AutoCAD
menu file. Two modified menu files. crobotsl.mnu an d crobots2. mnu, were
created to provide th e CROBOTS menu interfa ce. A partialliBting of th e
main CROBOTS menu, aca dro bl. mn u, is pre sented in Appendix A
The main CROBOTS menu file, aca dro b l. m.nu, includes the followin g
additions to provide th e new pull-down menu opti on:
..... POPll.....
10 CROBOTS ICROBOTS I
IO: Cr eate recree re New Robot Hode l. . • J ~cAc$I-·ID Robot
S I ..ACAD. Tmaqe robot
SI-ACAD.' -
10 Hoee U Ho.. e I Ac Ac:Ap l i f (no t hoIDe! llo a d · hol!1e '"ll l hOllle l ; "p
ID:TEACH I- >' S i aula t e I Kj
, ' Te a c h) " c " c" p fi! l no t l kr e vo l {l o a d
· ikrevo4 - 1 1; i kr e vo : " p
I<"£.(t un Cycl e] " c " c" p l if (no t p l ayba c k l (l oa d
-playback - ) I (p l a yb a c k l ; ~p
tD_ Simulate I.S ll11Ulate COnt ro ller J~c~c"'pl1 t (not rcon troli lload
- rcontro l- l l ( r c o n t r o ll ; ~p
t D_ Load { ~Load CROBOTSI ~c~CIlenu;acadrobl ; ~p(lf (not lcr obots i lload
- l c r o bo t s - ) I (l c r obo t s ) ; "'p
t o_ Unload [. Un l o a d Robot Hode l e r j "'c "'cme n u ; c r o bo t s 2 ;
Th e --poPll- head er iden tifies this menu definition as pull-down menu
number 11 and, accordingly, it appears in this positi on in AutoCAD.
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The [CROBOTSI label is used to identify th e pull -down option on th e pull-
down menu bar . A similar a pproach is used to label men u options which
appear when CROBQTS is selected.
The [&Create N_ RobocModel) listing eeee naellr calls the image menu from
which users select the robot configuration type. The image menu listing
shown belo w re lies on pre viously cre ated AutoCAD sli de files to generate th e
robot configuration images which a ppe ar to the use r.
° °1aaq e robot
(Select-Robot Type ]
( r e vo l u t e, Revo l u t e ] ACA C Ap tif (no t r e vcre a t l tlo.d
" revcr eat" ) I (p r i ncl ; lrevcreat) Ap ;
(-ca rtes i a , Ca rtesian1
( - c y l i nd r i , Cy l indrical]
[- s p he r i c a , Spherical j
[ -scar a , scare 1
Th e [&Home l listing relies on a menu macro to load, ilnecesaary, aodactivate
th e AutoLisp functi on which exeeu tee th e homin g of th e robo t . Th e
conditional statement (if (no t h ome) (load llome-» first checks to see if the
Autolisp fun cti on, home.Isp , is loaded with th e (DOCbome) AutoLiap expression.
If it is not loaded. the (load "'bom ej expression loads th e function; otherwise
this expression is ignored. Once loading is verified, the fun cti on is activated
with the (home)expre88ion. A similar approach is used for the remaining
CROBOTS pull -down menu options.
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6.4.4 The Cu stom AutoLisp Functions
Custom Autolisp functions were created. to enable the menu options "Create
New Robot Mode l'", --reach'", '"Run Cycle '", and '"Simulate Controller'". In
addition. other functions were created. to Bid in syste m management.
Appendix B includes a comp lete listing of all re la ted AutoLisp functi ons.
Create New Robot Model
The "Create New Robot Mede l" function enables the automatic
gene ration orthe geometry of a revo lute manipulator following user input of
th e base height and th e link lengths. The Auto Lisp file, revcreat. lsp , was
deve loped for this purpose. A comp lete liating of this file is presented aa
Appendix B.D. The fun ction sequence consists oCupdatin g AutoCAD system
variables. prompting th e use r, genera ting the robot model, establis hing
rota tio n axe s. and adjusting th e viewports display .
Ho me
The "Horne" functi on ena bles the automatic repositioning of th e
manipulator to a pre-defined re ference position. This home posi ti on is
impo rtant for the pro per exec utio n of the · Sim ula te [K" and "Sim ula te
Con tro ller'" menu options . Th e AutoLiap file . home.lsp, wee de veloped for this
purpose. A complete listing oCthis file is presented as Appendix B.l. Thi a
function involves updating Auto CAD system vari ables, selection oCthe robot
links, establishing rotation axes, defining the home position, computation of
the rK solution, robo t repos itioning an d output of link.angles.
Teach
The "Ieech" function enables th e user to select and record TCP
locations to which the robot is automatically repositioned. The AutoLisp file,
ikrevo.Iep, was developed for this purpose. A complete listing of this file is
presented in Appendix B.2. The function sequence con.siBts of opening an
ASCII file for output, prompting the user, selection of the robot links,
computation of th e IK solution, robot repositioning, and output of link angles.
Run Cycle
The "Run Cycle" function enables the user to simulate the point to
point positioning of th e robot through the series of points previously recorded
using "Teach", The AutoLisp file, playback.lsp, was deve loped. for this
purpose. A complete listing of this file is presented in Appendix B.3. The
function operation consists of prompting the user , opening the "teach" ASCII
file, robot repositioning, and output of link angles.
Simulate Controller
The "Simulate Controller" function enables the user to simulate a
computed torque robot contr oller that may employ, if desired, an auxiliary
control signal based on PID, Relay and ZOH control modes . The AuwLiap file,
control.lsp, was developed for this purpose. A complete listing of this file is
presented in Appendix B.4. The function operation is depicted in flowchart
form in figure 22.
.,
Figur e 22: Program Flowchart for S imulate Coeercllee
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Chapter 6
6.0 Co nclusio ns and Observations
The CROBOTS functions "Crea te New Robot Moder , "l each". "Run
Cycle " an d "Sim ula te Controller" are th e prim ary functions which may be
used by robot designers. educators and students to aid in the design an d
motio n planning of robots . It should be noted.how ever, that proficiency in th e
use of the standard AutoCAD tools is a necessary pre-requisite to effecti vely
using these cwrtom tools to assist with these tasks.
The "Cre ate New Robot Model " ti.mcti.on is a tool which can facilitate
the engineering analysis of robcta and improve user p rod ucti vity . Creating a
model requires only inp ut of th e manipulator dimensions and users th ere by
avoid th e time and cost associated with building th e model from basi c
AutoC AD en ti ties. Secondly, since th e model is cons tructed from 3D solids.
important engineering analysis data, such 8S centroid locati on and moments
of inertia, can be easily extracted. using th e standard AutoCAD inquiry tools .
Finally, th e use of AutoCAD blocks enabl es users to change the geometry of
the mode l gener ated by sim ply modifyin g th e drawing files tha t constitute
each block.
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The - Teach- function provides users with a tool that can be used to
develop preliminary operation cycle designs before the online programming ia
done . A 3D model of the workspace can be created using the standard
AutoCAD toollrit and the roboe'e interaction with tb.is environment during
trajectory following can then be tested using th.is function. In addition. the
TCP position cocedinatee that are recorded in an ASCII text file can be used
to reduce online programming tim e since these may be downloadable 88 a
point array to the actual robot controller hardware. This can reduce the
online programming time by limiting the programmer's task to fine
positioning adjus tments.
The ' Run Cycle- function enables users to "playback" the manip ula tor
repositioning through the series of recorded points and, subsequ ently.
generate a 3D gra phical simulation for the operation cycle. This can be used
to optimize workspace layout in the field before onlin e programming begins .
The "Simula te Controller" function provides users with a tool that can
be used to test the robot performance for proposed controller designs. The
effect of changing controller parameters such 88 PID gains and sampling
rates can be tested using this function. Similarly, the effect of adding or
removing a particular contro l mode can be tested. Furthermore. change s in
payload and the resulting effect on robot performance can be eeeeeeed using
this t\mction . Perhaps, the most significant benefit of using this function is
that it ena bles use rs to visually cbeerve the mani pulator reeponse within its
enviro nment. This can reduce the tim e taken to analyse the proposed
controller's performance since th e tim e history gra phs of torque. error and 80
on that are typi cally used for this purpose are not necessary at th e
preIiminary analysis stage.
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During testing of CROBOTS. the software proved. to fun cti on as
designed. The primary objecti ve of th e program. design was to produce a 3D
graphical simulation tool which woul d facilitate the design and motion
planning of roboee. Accordingly, the functionality oCCROBOTS is best
obse rved through actual U8e of CROBOTS on a PC.
The overall effectiveness of this software will depen d on its application.
Industry, educators an d students may all benefit Crom the use of AutoCAD 88
the core program for a numberof re880D8. Firstly, since AutoC AD is the
industry standard Cor the PC, a numbe r oCusers alre ady ha ve access to this
CAD package . AutoCAD is a standard compone nt of the engineering graphics
curricul um for a number oCeducational institu tions and. accor din gly, the cost
required to implement th e use ofCROBOTS sho uld be less than th at required.
for commercial software. Educational institutions may improve th e delivery
of robotics related. curriculum through the use oCCROBOTS. Since many
students already have th e pre-requisite skills in AutoCAD. they will not be
required to learn new software and should, thereCore. be ab le to focus on the
learning of roboti cs concepts. In addition. CROBOTS can easily be enhanced
through the developmen t oCnew AutoLisp Cunc:tiona; students should benefit
Cromthe acquisi tion of the programming ski.lls required to achieve this.
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Chapter 7
7.0 RecommendatioDs
As previously diecueeed, CROBOTS offers a number of potential
bene fits to users including ind ustry, educators, and stu de nts. Based on the
observations made throughout the development and testing of the software.
however. the following recommendations are made:
(1) CROBOTS should beexpanded to include a function which allows
users to specify a variety of end effectors which are typically used in
industry. This will require th e expansion of the OK. IK, and dynamics
mathematical models to include the orientation of th e end effector . The
dynamics modelahould alec be enhanced to include the link mass and
associated inertia terms;
(2) CROBOTS sho uld be expande d to incl ude an extensive error tr appin g
routine to "clean up" the user interface and retain system paramete rs
in the event of a function error;
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(3) CROBOTS AutoLisp functions should be optimized from a
programming point of view . That is. similar codewhich appears in
several functions should be converted to a generalized subroutine that
is available to all f'unctiODA;
(4) CRO BOTS should be enhanced. to allow the creation of Flics or AVl
files 90 that graphical simulations can be recorded and replayed at a
la te r time. This may be achieved by integrating AutoCAD with an ·off
the shelf' eoftware such as Hype rCAM which has this cap ability;
(5) CROBOTS should be expanded to allo w mode ling of all robot
configuration types. This will again requir e gene ralization of the
programming code to ensure progr amming efficiency;
(6) CROBOTS should be expanded to enable the recording of relevant
production data such as operation cycle tim e ;
(7) CROBOTS sho uld be enhanced. to pro vide U8e!'9 with a task level
programming in te rface for robo t motion planning that emulate s thoee
typically used in in dus try;
(8) CROBOTS should be tested in an edu cational setting to determine its
robustness and to identify need (or additional functionality;
(9) CROBOTS should be enha.nced to allow improved offline progr ammin g
tools. This will require determining how th e actual robot controller
software may be interfaced with AutoCAD ;
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Appendix A
A.I CROBOTSI.mnu modified menu file
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CROBOTSl.mnu
· · · POPI I
10 CROBOTS (CROBOTSI
I O- Cr eate rscee e ee New Robo t Mode l • • • ) Ac" ::;SI_ * I D Ro bot
SI;ACAD. iJrIaq e r obot SI - AC.IU)." -
10_Home ( i'HoII.eJ ~ c"c"P l l t {no t hoael {loa d " hc.e" l l l holr:le) ; Ap
10 TEACH [ ->' Simulue I Kl
- IiteachJ*c"c"pl 1f lno t 1k re vo l !load
" i kr e vo "' '' l , : i krevo :"p
«- 'Run Cycle,j Ac"c" p li f lnot p layback) (lo a d
·playback" l l (p b ybac:ltt;"p
10 S iAul a t e [ 'Simulate Co n t roller) Ac"c"p lit (no t wilma 7 ) ( l o a d
-..,Il.ma.7"I I (wi. l.aa "l':'"p
10 Load (-Lo ad CROBQTSI" c AClIIenu ; acadrob l ; '"p ( if (no t l c r obo ts J ( loa d
" l c cobo t s " I I rr c r oect.at ; " p
t D_Unload " Unload Robo t Mod elerj " c " Clllenu ;acadr ob 2 ;
.. . i maqe robot
[Se lec t - Robo t Typ e l
[ r evo l ut e , Re vo l ut.e ] - e- e - e (i t (no t: eevc eee e r (l oad
" r evc r ea t." ') (pr i nel; (r e ve r ea t) " I';
t -c a rte s i a, Ca r t es ia n l
[ -cyl l od r ! . Cyl1 nd r leal J
[~spherica. Spherical )
[ - sca r a , Sc:a r a !
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AppendixB
List in g of Custom AutoLis p Functions
B.O Revcreat.1sp
B.l Home.lep
B.2 Ikrevo.lsp
B.3 Plarback.lsp
B.4 Control.l.ep
97
99
102
106
no
n
B.O Revcreat.lsp
(defun revereat ( ,
SET SYSTEM VARIABLES
(s e t q c:mdecho (getvar "cmdecho" l J
(s e t va r "c:mdec ho· A'
(setq pdmode (qet.var ·pdmode·)l
teecvar ·pdmode · 0 )
(s e t q cvport. (get.var ·cvport · l J
(set.q isolines (qet.var " i s o l i n e s " l '
ree tvar ·lsolines" 20)
t setq f a c e t r e s (qetva r · f a c e t r e s " ) )
(se tvar " f a c e t r e s · 2 )
INPUT GEOMETRY
(p r i nc .. Input. Robot Geomet.ry . . ..• ) (terpri)
(e o lDllland ·layer" "13" "base" .. " ,
(set.q ptbase (list 0 .0 0 .0 0.0' )
(set.q qg (ge t.d i s t. "a aee Height. (m): . , )
{c oeaaa nd "insert" "ba s e " ptbase gg • • " 0 ·)
(p rine}
fc o!llllland · l a ye r " ·5" ·linkl" . .. ,
(setq hh (qe tdist " Le nq t.h of Link I (1ll1 : " , )
(co!llllland "insert· ·linkl · ptbase hh .... · 0 " ,
(p r i nc '
(c o!llllland " layer· ·13· " l i n la· • • )
t s e cq ee (getdist ·Length of Link 2 (Ill): " ),
(s e t.q pt. 12 (lis t hh 0 . 0 0.0' 1
[c oeaaand · insert" ·link2" pt.12 ee • • · 0" )
(princ}
(s e t q t cp (list. ( + ee hh l 0 .0 0.0 ))
DRAW CONTROL AXES
(c omma nd " l a yer" "13 · "t.cp" .. .. ,
(c omma nd " l i n e " tcp "@O,-O.OOS" .. . ,
(c o!llllland " l a ye r" ·13· · a x i s 2" ... ,
tcceeeec "line" ptbase "@O,-O .OOS· " ·1
(c ommand · layer· ·5 " "axis)" .... ,
(c omman d " l i ne· pt12 · @O, - O. OOS· ". J
(command "layer" "s" " 0" .. . )
(c ommand " l ayer · · o f f " "tcp" .... )
(coIDllland " l a ye r · · o f f " "ax is2 · ,
(c ommand " l a ye r " ·oft.. · axi s)· )
ADJUST VI EWPORT ZOOMS
(c ommand · zoom· "e " }
(c ommand · zoom· " 0 . 7Sx· ,
(c Ofllll\and " r e gen " ,
reecvar "c vpo r t · 3)
(comma nd " zoo:n" " e" )
(command "zoom" "0. 7 Sx '"
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(co mmand "ce qen " l
(setvac " c vpoc t:" 4.)
(c o_ an d "zoom" "e")
(c ommand " zoom" " 0 . 75x" )
(colllllland " regen" )
ts e t var "cvport " 2 1
INITIALIZE JO INT ANGLES
(s e t:q ao ld 0.0 bold 0.0 cold 0.0)
RESTORE SYST EM VARIABLES
(s e t va c " cmdecho" cedecec t
(s e r q Mpdmod e '" pdmode ))
(s e t:q Mc vpor t:" c vpo r tl
(s e t:q "isolines" iso l i ne s)
t s e t q Mfacetr es" rece cx es r
(p rinc l
); d e f un
7S
B. l Home.Isp
td e f un home ()
Init ial i ze f unctions
(s et.q c:mdec:ho ( getvae ~Cllldecho· l l
t s ecva r "cmdecho" 0 )
t i f (no t. ro tate3d l larx load "qeo m3d" J J
(p rine " \nHominq Ro bo t .•• " )
Se lec t lin ks
t s ec q s.sb ase l s sqet ·X· • « 8 . " ba s e" ) J )
)
Ia et.q ss11 (s s g e t. "X" ' « 8 . " linkl " ) ) )
)
{s e t q s s 12 {s s g e t. " X" ' ( (8 . " l i n k2" I I J
)
f set. q es tcp (ss qe t. " X" ' ( (8 • "tcp" l l l
,
(s e t q ssg-rip (ssge t. "X" '( (8 • "gripper ") } I
)
ts er. q s sax i s l ( s s get. "X" '( (8 . " ax i sl" » ) )
)
l set q s s ax i s 2 (ssge t " X· • ( (8 . " ax is2 " )))
J
(s e t.q s s a xisl l s s ge t "X" • { (8 . "axis3 " ) } )
J
(c ommand " SELECT" s sbase 55 1 1 $5 12 s s a x i s 2 s s a xisJ s s t c p .... )
(s e t.q ssrobot ( s s qe t "p" )
)
rcceeeec " SELE CT" s $11 $s12 ssax is3 s s tcp " ")
(s e t.q sslinks (s s qe t " p" ,
)
(c ommand "SELEC T" 5512 ,s tep .. .. )
{s ee q 5512 (s s g e t " p " )
J
It e rp r iJ
Fi nd Axi s Points fo r: Rotatio n
t.se t q ax 21ist l e n t qe t (s s name liIs a x i s2 0 ) ,
J
{s e t q ax J li s t (e n t qe t (ssname s s a x i s J 0 ) )
)
(s e t q pI (c dr teee cc 10 a x2lis t ) )
)
l s e t q p2 (cdr ce es cc 11 ax2lis t) J
)
/ s e t q p J (cdr ta s a c c 10 axJ lis t l J
J
l s e t q p4 rcce t e s s c c 11 ax J l1li1t ) 1
) ,
Sp ecify t arqet po int loc a tion
"
Is etq pwx e e
pwy 0 . 0
..'hh
I (terpri!
c.lcul ate anew
if2
lit t.. P""Y 0. 01
tit t- pwx O. Ol t s e t q arad 0.01
t if « pwx 0. 0 ) {setq arad pi! (s etq arad 0 .0 1
I
I
( if r- pwx 0. 0 )
( if « pwy 0.0)
(p roqn (setq a nld ( - 1.5 p i))l
(p roqn Is e t q .. r a d tI p i 2)) )
I
(if I> pwlI 0 .01
(p r oqT1 ta er.q a r a d (a t .an II pwy pwx l i l l
(p r oqn Is e t q arad { + l olt an II Pwy pwxl ' p i } I I
1:11'2
{s e t q an ew ( r t d a r adl
I
Ca lcul a t e bn ew
(set q alphe ( + ( - (cos .. rad) pwx ) ( - Is in arad ) pwy ) )
I
( se t q beta II 1+ (s q r pwz:) re qe alpha l (s q r hh ) t - (sqr e e) ) I t » 2
I
(s e t q nUlll bnew (s q r t 1+ ( s q r pwz l l s q r alph .. l t - l s q r beta I ) I I
I
(s e t q v II 1+ pwz nWlllbnewl { + alpha be ta ll
I
(s e t.q b ra d I- 2 t a t.a n v i I
I
( s e t.q bnew Ir t.d b rad l
I
Calculate cn ew
,
lif 1- pwz: ( + hh ee l) (se t q c n ew 0 .0 1
Ip r oqn {setq ocrad (,H a n {I (- pwz: {- hh (si n brad) ) I (- a l ph a I - hh
(co s brad) ' )))
I
(setq bcnew (r t d berad)
I
l set q c nd (- bend brad)
I
(set q cne w (r t d e rad)
I
I : p ro qn
n
;it
rerse tor tl
lin
Rotate Li nks
l s e t q eeee 1- en e .. c:oldl
I
l s e t q b ro t 1- bne .. boldl
I
ls e t q arot 1- ane.. aold l
I
Ir o t a t e 3d s s 12 p 3 p 4 e:rot l
(r o t a t e 3d s s lin ks pI p2 b rotl
(r o t a t e 3d ss robot " r" "" a rotl
(s e t q sstc:plist le ntqet (s s n.ame sstc:p OJ)
I
(s e t q t c:p tc cr tesscc 10 s s tc:plis t l J
J
(p ro lllpt "T CP Loe:ation: " ) (pri ne: t c:pJ l terprij
RESET J OIN T ANGLES
(s e t q aold a ne w) (pri neJ
teerq bo l d bnewJ (prineJ
l s e t q cold enewJ (p r ine)
(p r olllp t "Ro bo t HOllled" )
teecver "CIldecho " ClIldechoJ
Print OUtput to Screen
(p r ompt " an e .. . " l lpr ine ilne wl lterpr il
{p r OlllPt " bo ew .. '" (p rine bo e w) (t e rpril
(p r OlllPt "en _ • " I lp r i ne ene w) {t e rpril
(p r i nel
I; d e t un
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B.2 Ikrevo.I sp
{de t un c : H:revo lJ
,
Ini t ialize funct i ons
lsetq CIIldecho lq etva r " e-;::iecho '"l l
(s e t v a.r '"Cldecbo" 01
li t (no t. r o t . t . 3d ) 'arxloa d '"qeo lll3d'" I
lif {not. r td l (load " n-d" ' )
l i f f not. d e c ) (load '"dec'", )
{if (no t. sqr l ( load ·sqr·' J
t .se t .q counti k 0 .0)
OPEN rILE FOR RECORDING
t eecq { p ile: (open " t ea ch . t xt · ·", " 11
BEGIN TEACH LOOP
,
(wnile
Speci f y t arqe t po int. l oc a t i on
{s e c q p (q e t po i n t · Spe c i f y t a rqet l oc a t i on o r <EN1'ER> to exit : '"'
pwx le a r pi
pOly (cadr p i
pwz: le add r pi
I tte rpri)
rs e ce co unti lt (+ counti Jc: 11 1
S e l ect li n ks
{s e t q ",sbas. l s s qe t 'OX· • liS. "N s e " ll l
I
re e eq 5511 (s"qet. "X· ' f i S • '"l ink l " ) ) )
I
lsetq 551 2 (saqet. · X· 'li e • " 11nIl:2 " 11)
J
t s e cq s st.cp (ssqe t ..x· "(8 • '"tcp'" , I
I
t eetq ssqrlp (saq e t. .oX· • «( 8 . ·qripper" l ' I
J
(se t q $s a xis l lssqe t .oX· • It S. " a x l s 1" , J I
J
( s ecq $.sa xls 2 l ss qe t · X· • ( IS . · ax 1s2 - 1J 1
I
t se t.q sSlI x1 s3 Iss<;le t · X- • ( 18 • · lIx 1s J - I I )
I
(eo llllll.and "S~L~CT" se eeee 551 1 505 12 s Sllxi.!l2 s SlI x 1s 3 ss t ep ....J
t .se t q ea ec ee e (ssqe t . p " J
I
(c:ollllllll nd " SELECT" 5511 ss 12 SSax 153 15stcp · · l
l se t q ss 11nkll (ssqe t .p" J
I
(collllllan d "SEL ECT" 5512 ss t cp .... ,
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Is e t.q ss r z teeeee "p · 1
J
It.erprll
Find Axis Point.s tor Rot.a t.ion
(s e t.q .u2l1st. (ent.qet. (s s name ssaxis2 011
J
Is e t.q ax J l1 s t. l e n t.q e t. tes oee e ssaxisJ Oil
J
(s et. q pI (c dr reascc 10 ax2 lis t. J I
J
(s et. q p 2 te er tee see 11 ax 2l is t.1 1
J
(s e t.q pJ (Cd r (a s s oc 10 axJlis t.ll
I
($e t.q p4 rcee la s s oc 11 axJl is t. l I
I
Est. abl i s h Co n s t.raint.s on Mot.ion
Iset q k Is q r t (+ (s q r pwx ) (s q r pwy l II
J
Is e t.q I pwz )
l i n
li t (> 1+ (s qr k l {s q r 11 1 l s qc (+ hh e e l ) I
Ip ro qn Is e t q an ew aold bn ew bo l d cn ew col d) (a l e r t. - Po i n t Outside
Wo r k i nq Ranq e ! ! - I )
(p r oqn
t
Calculate anew
,
;it2
( it 1- pwy 0. 0 1
l it 1- pwx 0.01 (s e t.q acad 0 .0 1
(i t 1< P"'X 0.0 ) (s e t.q a cad p U Is e t.q a n d 0.01
J
I
l it ( - pwx 0 . 01
li t 1< pwy 0 . 0 )
Ip r oqn t s e eq arad 1+ 1 .5 p i l l l
Ip r oqn Is e t q acad II p i 2111
J
( if (> pwx 0.0 )
(proqn (s etq arad la t e n 1I pwy pwx) ) J )
(p r oqn ( s e t.q " cad (+ (olta n l/ pwy pwx ) J p U I J
u sea
{s e t q ane w (rtd e red l
I
Ca lcula te b ne w
ree t q alpha 1+ ( + (c o s arad l pwx ) 1+ Is 1n " u d) pwy J I
I
..
(s e t q be ta (/ ( + Csq r pwz l (s qr alpha) Csq r hh l (- ( sqr e e l ) J C- 2
hhJ}
)
(s etq numlbnew {s qrt (+ (sqr pwz l (s q r a lpha) ( - (s q r beta ) ) I )
)
(s e t q v (/ ( + pwz numlbnewl 1+ a lpha beta) J
)
(s e t q brad (+ 2 (a t an v I I
)
(s e t q bne w (r t d brad)
)
Calculate c ne w
(it (= pwz C+ hh ee ll t s e t q c ne w 0 .01
(p ro qn t .se t q be n d (ata n (I (- pwz c+ tlh (s i n brad } l ) (- alpha ( + hh
( c o s brad ) ) ) ) I
)
(s etq be ne w fr td bcradJ
)
(setq c r ad (- bc r ad b rad)
)
ls e t q cne w (rtd crad l
)
I ; p roqn
J ;i!
I ; el se f o r fl
I ; i tl
Ro tate Lin ks
t se t q c rot (- cnew co ld )
)
(s e t q bra t (- bnew bo ld)
)
l s e t q arot (- anew aold)
)
t rccec ea c 5512 p3 p4 cret l
(r o t a t e 3d s slinks p I p 2 b ret )
{r o t a t e Jd s s r obo t " z" .... a r o t l
(s e t q ss t cp list (entget rse nee e ss t cp OIl
)
(se t q t cp (cd r t e e scc 10 s s t cplis t ll
)
(p r omp t " TCP Location : " j (p rine t cp l Ct e rpr i )
(s e t q aold a ne w)
tee ce bold bnew)
(s e t q eold e ne wj
ItECORD POINT
(s e t q reply cet eces e (ge t s t rinq ~ Reeord Point (YI N) '? <Y>: ~ J J )
( if (or (- rep l y ·· 1 (.. rep ly ~Y" l) (p ro qn (prine t cp fp i k ) (p r i ne
(e h r 1 0 ) f p i klll
) ; while
(clos e fp ik l
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Pri. nt OUt put: t o Screen
IprCllllpt - an ew . - ) IP r i ne: an e w) Iterpril
Ip r Olllpt - b new • - , lp r i ne: bn ewl lterpril
lp r oapt - c:new • - ) Ip r i n e: <::ne w} lterpril
lp r i nel
I; de t un
"
B.3 Playback.Isp
lde tun playback I}
l prc.pt "Runninq Cycle . • • • '"
lnlt.l.ali ze f uncti o n s
lit (no t cata te Jd ) (a r :doa d "qeomJc;l" J I
(H' (no t: r t d l Iloa d "rt.d" I I
(it reee dtc) Iload "dtc" )1
lit (not. s q r l ( load " , q r'" J
lset.q d e l ay ( 0 10 00 l qet:in t: " I npu t: Delay Ti me i n Seconds: " I I )
Start Loo p
l s e t q n 11
l s e t q t'p t e pe e " t e a ch . cx t" " r" l l
{wh ile 1< n countit t
Select links
l s e t q eeeeee (,s q e t. " X" ' «(B . " ba s e "ll)
I
(se t q 5511 (ssq llt: " X" ' l lS . " l ink l " ) l )
I
(s etq :u 12 lssqet "X· • 1(8 • " l l n lt2 " 11 1
I
l s e t q ss t ep l s s q e t " X· • 1(8 . " t cp " l l l
I
(setq ssqri p lssqe t "X· • {( 9 . "q r ippe c" ) I I
I
(se t q ,sax isl ($s q ll t " X· • ( ( 8 . " ax l s 1 '" J J
I
(s e t:q ssaxis2 (" qe t. · X" • ( 18 • " ax l s Z" 111
I
Is e t q 55ax is ) lssq e t. "X· • {( 8 . " ax l s ) " ' I )
I
(c OIIIlIUlI1d · SELECT" e eeaee 5511 5512 ssa x i s 2 ssaxis) ,step · " 1
fse t.q ,srobot (5 5g e t . p " J
I
lco-an d · SELECT· ss ll 5512 5s a x isl s step • • ,
{5e t q sslinlts (s s q e t . p . )
I
(CQCIIl4nd · SEL£CT· ss12 S5tep .",
( s e t q 5s12 l s s qe t .p.,
I
( t u p ri l
F1 nd Ax i s Po i nt s f o r Rot ation
t se uq a x211s t l e nt qe t IS15name ssaxis2 0')
I
(set q a xlUs t le ntqet l:!115name 15s a x i s l 0"
l
l s e t q p I rccr t e s eec 10 ax2lillt l )
I
"
(set q p 2 (cdr te s see 11 ax 2lis t l l
1
Is e t q pJ (cdr ( ...ssoc 10 axJ l1 st l 1
1
Is e t q p 4 ( cdr ( ...esee 11 ax J1 1:!:t l l
I'
Spe ci f y tarqet po i n t l ocatio n
Iset q pt reeec Iread-line fp l I I
(p rine p tJ
(set q pwx (c a r p t l
pwy (c a d r pt l
pwz tcecc r p t l
J
(t e rpr i l
(s etq n 1+ 1 n l
I
(p r i ne l
Es t ab l ish COns t r aints o n Ho t i on
Is e t q It tsq r t 1+ Is q r pwx l Is q r pwy l l l
1
Is e t q 1 pwz J
; i fl
( if I> (+ (s q r k l (s q r 11I (s q r 1+ hh ee l I I
(p ro qn ( s e t q a ne w ...old bnew bold cnew coldl (a l e r t "P o int Out s ide
Wo r lti nq Ran q e! !" I J
(proqn
Ca lcul a te an e w
,
; if2
l it (. pwy 0 .01
l if I" pwx 0 .01 Is e t q acad 0 .01
l it' 1< pwx O.O J Is e t q lIud pil tsetq a r ad O. OJ
I
1
( if ( z pwx 0. 01
l it « pwy 0 .01
Ip roqn (li5 e t q arad r- 1. 5 p il l J
l p r oqn Is e t q 4ra d (/ p i 2 1J'
J
l it' (> pwx 0. 0 1
lp roqn Is e t q and (a t a n ( I pwy pwx l I I I
(p r oqn (s e t q arad ( + (a t a n (/ pwy pwx l l p1l "
) ; it2
(s e t q anew (rt d a radl
1
(s e t q alph a ( + ( * le a s a rad) pwx l ( * (s i n a c a dl pwy l '
..
I
ls e t q bet a (/ 1+ (" q t pwz l (sqe alph.a l ( s q e hhl (- ts qr eel)) C+ 2
hhll
I
(s e e q nual bnew Csq rt 1+ (s q !" pwz l hlqr al phal (- ( s q r be t a ) I I '
I
lset:q v 1/ ( + pwz nwslbnewl ( + alpha beu,l l
I
t a e t.q br.ad. ( + 2 l a t a n VII
I
(se t.q boe w t r t d brad)
)
Calcula t.e ene'"
,
( it (- pwz 1+ hh ee l I t eeee cn ew 0.0 )
tp r oqn rs e t q benld (a tan (/ 1- pwt. ( + btl (sin b radll l (- alpha C+ bh
(cos b ra d)) I II
I
(s e t q bcnew l r t d bcr"dl
I
t .se tq cr ad (- bc rad bud)
)
(s e t q cnew (rtd cradl
)
Il p r oqn
I;i!
I ;else fo r fl
) : it l
Rotate Links
l s e t q e ecc 1- cnew c o l dl
I
(s e t q brat I · bnew bo ld)
I
l s e t q arot (- "new aoldl
,
Ip r olllpt "alpha .'" (p r i ne 4lpl'1al l tecpr ! )
Ip r Olllpt "beta . ", (p r i ne beta I Ct e rp r ll
(prompt " a r ot . '" (p ri ne arotllterp rl )
(prompt "br o t. . " , (p r i ne b ro t l l t.erpr l l
(p r ompt " e r e t . '" (pri ne crotllterpri l
I rot...t e3 d .u 12 pJ p4 c rot)
t ectece ae ss l lnk;s pI p2 b r ot )
( rotate J d ss ro bot "z" .. ~ aro t l
fs e t q ss tcplist le ntqet ls s n ame eaecp 0 1 J
)
(s e t q tcp (c dr reeeec 10 sstcpl1st) I
I
(p r ompt ~TCP Location : " ) (p rin e t cp) (urpr i )
(s etq ao l d a ne wl (p rine)
rserq bo ld bn e w) fp r i n e )
(s e t q eold cnewl (p r i n e)
(eolllm4t\d " d e l a y " de l a y )
"
Pr int OUt p u t to Sc reen
l pr c.pt -anew - '"I (p r i ne an ewl lte rpril
l p roqlt - bn ew - '"' lpri ne bnewl (te rp r il
Ip r Olllpt "ClIe w • - , (p r i ne en ewl (terp ril
I ; while
(c l os e tp '
(prinel
' l de f un
..
B.4 Cont rollsp
Numer i ca l Simulat ion of the revol ute man i pu l a tor
Based on Laq ranqian Enerqy Method Equat i ons of Mot ion
As SUilles lint. we ights a re neqliq ib le an d payl oad is
a concentr ated mass at wr ist joint .
e rn + Computed To r que + Relay + ZOH Co n t ro l is employed t o
prov ide clr i ve t o rque s . ;
Wri t ten by : J o hn O' Le a.t y
Da t e : November 23 . 1997
Key pr oq ram Va r i ab le$ In c lude:
Ol d J o int Anq les
New Jo i nt AAq!es
Cormnand Joint Anq l es
Old Join t Rates
New J o i nt Rate s
Dr i ve torqu es
Data I npu t InclUd e s :
Command Joint Anqles
Pro po r t iona l Gains
Der ivative Gains
Inteq r a l Ga ins
Li nk Lenq t h s
Number o f Cycles
plot Steps
Payload Mas s
Jo i n t Fr ict i on
Ti me ste p
REVOLUTE FUNCTI ON
s
(d efun co n t rol (}
I NITIALU E VALUES
l s e t q uold 0.0
voId 0 .0
wo ld 0 .0
at 0. 0
b t. 0 .0
ctO .O
i d 0
propa 0 .0
de r Lva 0 .0
inta 0 .0
r el a ya 0 .0
p ropaa 0 .0
deri va a 0 .0
i ntaa 0 . 0
rela ya a 0.0
propb 0 . 0
ao ld, bold , co l d
anew, bnew, c ne w
ecce, bcom, c com
uojd , vc Ld, wol d
unew, vnew, wnew
a t , e c , ct.
ecca, be am, e cc e
p'1b.p'1s , pge
d'1b, dq s ,dge
Iqb , 1'15 , i g e
qg,hh .ee
nit
nip
ok q
wet , dry
del t
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derivb 0 .0
i n tb 0.0
r elayt) 0 .0
p r opbb 0 .0
de r ivbb 0 .0
intbb 0 . 0
relaybb 0 .0
prepe 0.0
derive: 0 . 0
inte: 0 .0
relaye: 0. 0
peopcc 0 .0
der Lvc c 0.0
intee 0 . 0
relaye:e: 0 .0
eount a
plot a
ba nd 0.034
e rrswna 0 . 0
errsumb 0 .0
e rrsume 0.0
arotsum. 0 .0
brotsum. 0 . 0
e r o t s um. 0 . 0
I NPUT PROPORT IOttAL GlUNS OR ACCEPT DEFAULT
,
(prine ) (te r p r i )
,
(i f pq b tp roqn (prompt -'nCurrent Prcportional Gains (Base . Shoulder.
Elbo w) : .. )
Ip z Lnc pqb) (p r ompt .., .. ) (pr i ne pq s l (p r omp t .. , - I (p rine: pqe )
reeeq proqain s rst rceee (qetstrinq "'ntlpdate Proportional Gain,?
<YIN>: - l l l
J
(pr o qn t se tq pqb (q e t r e a l - ' n Inp u t Pr opo r tiona l Base Gain
{N.m/ radl: -I I
reeca pqs (qe t r e a l - ' n I np u t Proportional Shoulder Gain
(N. m/ radl: " I I
rsecc p qe (qe tre a l " ' n l np u t Proportion<'!ll El bo w Gain
(N. m/ r a d ) : -u
) ;proqn
I ;if
( i f ('" proqains - Y- I lp r oqn (s e t q pqb (g e t r e <'!l l " ' n I nput Pr opo rt i o nal
Ba se Ga ins [tI. m/cad l: -ll
(setq pqs (qetreal - ' n I npu t Proportional
Sh.oulder Gain (N. m/radl : "II
(s e t q pqe (qetreal -'nInput Pr opo r tio na l Elbow
Ga in (N.m/radl: - , J
) ; proqn
J ;if
I NPUT DERI VATIVE GA..I NS OR ACCEPT DEFAULT
,
(p r i ne:l (te rpr il
,
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(i f dg b (p r o gn (p rompt ~ \nCurrent Derivative Gains (Base, Shoulder,
Elbow) : .)
{prine dgb' (prompt " , .J {prine dgs' (prompt " , . ) (prine dgel
(s e t q dergains te c ecese (ge ts tring "\nUpdate Der ivative Gains'?
<YI N>: . " ,,
(progn {setq dgb (getreal ~ \nI nput Oer ivative Base Gains : .,)
tseeq dgs (ge t r eal ~ \nI nput Derivative Shoulder Gain: ",)
(s e t q dge (getreal ·\nInput certvart ve Elbow Gain: ~ "
) ;progn
,;it
(if (- dergains "Y"I {p r o gn t seeq dgb 1getreal " \ n I np u t Derivative
Sase Gain (N. m. s / r a d): ",)
(s etq dgs {ge treal " \nInput Derivat ive Shoulder
Gain (N.m.s/rad) : ",)
(setq dge (ge t r e a l ~ 'nInput Derivative Elbow
Gain {N.m.s/rad) : ~ l )
J ; p r ogn
) ;it
INPUT INTEGRAL GAINS OR ACCEPT DEFAULT
,
lprine) ( t e r p r il
,
lif igb (p r ogn (p r ompt -vecuee enc Integral Gains (Sas e , Shoulder.
Elbow): . }
(p r i n e igb ) {p r ompt ", " J (p r i ne i gs ) (p r omp t ", " J (p r i ne i g e)
lsetq intgains t e r e c e s e (getstring " ' nUpda t e Inte gral Gains?
<YI N:>: ~ ) I)
,
(progn (setq igb (g e t real ~ \nInput Integral Base Gains : ~ ) 1
Is etq 19s Ige t r e a l " ' n I np u t Integral Shoulder Gain : ~ } )
(s e t q ige (g e t r e a l ~ \n I nput Integral ElboW Gain: ~ l )
) ;progn
I ; it
(if (- i n t q a i n s "Y" ) (p r o gn (s e t q igb (ge t r e a l "'nInput Integral aa ae
Gains (N. m/ rad ) : - , )
(se t q igs (g e t real -'nInput Integral Shoulder
Gain (N.m /rad ): ~ ) )
(s e t q ige (ge t r e a l - \ n I np ut Int e gr a l Elbow Gain
(N. m/ r a d ) : ~ ) )
l ;progn
) ;it
INPUT RELAY GAINS OR ACCEPT DEFAULT
(p r i ne) (terpri )
(i f rgb (p rogn (prompt ~\nCurrent Relay Ga ins (Ba s e , Shoulder, Elbow':
.,
(prine rqbl (p r ompt '", " ) (prine rqs l (prompt ", " ) (prine rgel
(s e t q r qa i n s tste cese (qetstrinq " ' nUpd ate Re lay Gains? <YIN>:
~ I II
,
(pro gn (s e t q rgb (q e t r e a l ~\nInput Relay Base Gains: ~ l )
tsecq rgs (qe t r e a l "'nInp ut Re lay Shoulder Gain: ~ »
(s e t q rge (ge t r e a l "'nInput Relay Elbow Gain: ""
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I ;pcoqn
I ; if
{i f I" r qains -Y-I Iproqn
Gains IH._I : " ' I
rs e t q rgb ( ge tre a 1 - ' n l lipu t Relay Base
Is etq rge (g e t r eal " 'nInput Relay Elbow Gain
I ; p r oqn
J ;if
I NPUT ZERO ORDER HOLO OR ACCEPT DEFAULT
t
(p r inc l ( t e rp ril
s
(s etq l:Oh te t e ees e (qets t rinq " Us e Zero Or d er Hold1 {Y/ NI : -II J
(i f 1- ece " Y" )
(p r o qn {if n s (proqn {p compt - ' nCu r r e nt Ra t e s (Samp li ng .
Cont ro l l e r ): - I
(p ri nc n S I (p r Olllpt " , - I t p r tnc nl:1
(setq zqa ins (strcase (qetstring " ' nUpdate Zero Order Hold
Val ues ? <YI N>: - I l l
I ;proqn
(p r oqn (setq ns (getreal - Input Sampl inq Ra te: - II
(setq nz 1ge t real - I npu t Con t rol l e r Ra te : " I I
I ; p r o qn
{s e t q n z (..etreal - ' n Input Contro ll e r Ra t e: -II
, ; p r oqn
I ; if
(i f 1- z.. a i n s " Y" )
S4mplinq Rate : - I I
(p ro qn (s etq ns (.. e treal - 'nInput
I ;if
J ; p r oqn
(p r oq n (se tq nz 1 1 l s e t q ns l)}
I ; i f
I NPUT FRI CTI ON COEFFICIENTS
,
(s e t q wet (g etreal - ' nInp ut Wet Fr i cti on Value {N. _. s/ r a d) : '"
dry (.. e treal - 'nInput Dr y Fric t i on Value IN.m .s/ r ad ): '"
INPUT' OF CYCLES , PLOT CONTROL, Nitl ANGLE STEP
,
(setq nit {q e tre", l - ' n I nput NUlI1be r o f Cyc l es: " I
de lt {qetrea l " ' n Input Cyc l e S t e p Anqle Increment (r ad/sl: - I
nip l..etreal "'n I npu t Plo t Skip Value : " I
,
(s e tq acom (qetreal " 'n Inpu t Command ed Ba se Angl e lde Qre e s l : "J
bc om (qetre",l " ' n I nput CODU:llanded Shoulder Angle ldeq r eesl: - I
ccom (qe t r eal " ' n Input COmmanded ElboW Anqle (de q r e e s l : '"
"
I NPUT PAn.aAD
,
l s e t q skq ( qetre~l " \n Input Payl oad [kq l : "I I
PRESET ~TA
,
ts e t q qr~vity 9 . 81
a tmax 2000.0
b tmax 2000.0
c tJaaX 2000 .0
CONVERT ANGLES TO RAD1ANS
,
Iset q ~old tdt r aoldl
bo l d tdtr 1- 90 . 0 bo l dJ I
co ld Id t r (- coldl J
I
Is e t q ~com (dtr ~coml
bcom (dtr bc oml
ccom (d t r cccet
OPEN OUTPUT FI LE
Is e t q t p b tepee · c : tbase . txt · · w· 11
ta e cq t p s tepee · c : tShoul d e . t xt· ·w· , I
Is e t q f pe tepe e · c : t . l bow . t x t · • ..... 11
I NTEGRATION LOOP FOR EQUATI ONS OF MOTION
IWhile (1- count n itl
(s e t q id (+ id 11 1
( it t- 1d ns)
fp r oqn Is e t q err.. 1- .. co m aold) eccb t - bco- bold) e r r e t - CCOlll
cold l )
) ;proqn
);it
fs e t q count 1+ count 1.0)
I
[s e t q plot 1+ plot 1.0)
I
Is e t q sqnu 0 .0 s qnv 0.0 s qn w 0 .01
(if (no t 1- uo ld 0.01 1 (proqn [s e t q sqnu (I uo l d l a bs uo l d J 1111
l it (no t (- ve te 0.011 (p r o qn tset q s qn v (/ ve ld l ab s vold J 11 11
l if (no t 1- wold 0 .011 (p r o qn (s etq s qn w (I wo l d (ab s wol d ) ) III
DYNAMI CS
(s e t q one (+ ( 0 hh tsin bold)) ( 0 e e (sin t + bo ld c old ) III
t wo (+ 1° hh lcos bo ldl l I " ee (cos t + bo l d cold) l l l
a11 I " s kq (+ I " e e e e l I" hh hh l I " 2 .0 e e hh (c os co ldll) }
a 1j ( 0 skq (+ (0 e e ee l (" ee hh rcce col d) J) I
aj1 Co skq 1+ I " e e e el I " ee hh (cos cold) ) ))
aJJ I" skq •• ee l
9.
alt k C+ s kq o n e onel
CONTROL TORQUE
,
Cit C- id nsl
Ip r oqn l:se t q p ropa. {+ pqb ( - <lCOlll <lo l d l J I
l:se t q propb , . pq :s 1- bcoIIl bo ldl "
l:se t.q propc ( + pge 1- ~ cold I I ,
l :se t q de r iva C+ dqb C- uold) I I
Cs e t q derivb C+ dqs (- void ) )'
!:setq derive 1+ dq e C- wold) I)
Csetq int.a ( + i qb e r rsuma l I
(s e t q i n tb 1+ iqs e r r sUJDbI I
(s e t q i n te r- iq e e r rsUlllCI I
lit (> C- a c OllI ao l d l b<Jnd) (p r oqn Is etq r ela ya rqb J ) I
lit C> (- beOID, bold) band l fp r oqn Isetq r e layb r qs ) ) I
(it I > 1- ecoID, co l d I b<JndJ (p r oqn (s e t q re layc rqe ) I )
lit « ( - a cOlll ao l dl (- bandl l (p ro qn (setq r e l aya 1-
rq bll l)
(if 1< (- bcce bo ld l (- band l ) (p ro qn ( s et. q relayb (-
r q:slill
lit « (- eee e co l d) (- ban d l) (p r oqn (setq r e layc (-
r qe ) I I )
I :pr oq n
I :it
lit (- i d n l l
(p r oqn (s e t.q p ropaa p ropal
t .se t q propb b propbl
Csetq pe epcc prope l
(:setq derivaa d e ri va l
(s e t q deriVbb de rivb l
(s e t q derivcc d e rive )
(s e t q l nt a il i rot al
(s e t q lntbb l n tbl
(s e t q r e c ee i n t e)
(s e t.q relayaa r elaya )
(s e t q r e laybb rel a yb l
Is e t q relaycc rehye )
I ; p r o qn
I; it
t a e cq a t (- C+ pro pa a der lvee i nt. aa r e l a ya a l (+ ( - dry sqnul ( +
we t uo ldl l I )
(s e t q b t t - ( + propbb derivbb i n tbb r e l a ybb ) (+ l " dry :sqn vi (+
we t. vold l) I I
l s e t q ct (- 1+ pecpc c e e e rvcc m e c c r elaycc) (+ ( + dry sqnw) ( +
we t wold) I I I
OVERALL TORQUE
(s e t.q b i f+ b t ( . s kq ( + (+ 2. 0 e e hh fsin co l dl wold vo l d l ( + ee
hh (s i n c o l dl wol d wol d) ( . o ne t wo uo l d uo ldl 1+ q ravity one ) ) J )
b j 1- ct ( + s kq (- ( . ee hh (sin c o l dl vold vo ld l ' + grav i t y
e e (:si n 1+ bo ld co l d l)l (. o ne e e te e s 1+ bo l d co l d)) uo l d uc Ld ) I ) I
b k (- a t 1+ 2 .0 s kg 1+ ( . o ne two uold vo ldl 1+ o ne ee tees
1+ bo l d coldl l uold woldl I II
I
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(setq det C- C* a1 1 ajj) C* a i j a j i l l J
Cif C> Cab s det l 0. 1)
(proqn Csetq ri (/ t - C* ajj bil ( * a1 j b j l l de t l
rj CI C- ( * aii b jl C* a ji b i )) det )
r k Cf bk akk l
J
l : proqn
1; if
NEW VMUES
(s e t q anew (+ ao ld ( * d e Lt; uo ldJ )
bnew (+ bo ld C* delt voIdj I
c ne w (+ c old C* d e l t wold}1
unew (+ uold C* de Lt; r k l I
vn ew (+ voId C* de l t r i l l
wnew C+ wold C* de lt rj l l
re e c e c rot (- (rtd C- enew e old l I )
J
rs e c q b r ot t r t d C- bnew boldl l
J
t s e e q aro t (r t d (- an ew aold l l
J
(e e t q a ro t sum (+ a r o t a ro t s umlJ
(s e t q brotsUIQ (+ brot brotsum) }
re ece erotsum (+ ecce crotsuml l
Cwhil e {o r (e q p l o t nipJ (e q p l o t 1. 01 I
; (prine *Pl o t ·" l Cp r i ne plot l (t e rpril
(pr i ne *aneW""''' l Cpr i n c (r t d anew l l (p ro mp t " " I ( t e rp ri)
(p rine "aol d." ) (prin e (rt d aoldl l (p r ompt " *j (terp r i)
(prine "bne_ " J (p r i n e (r t d bnew l l (p rompt " " I (te rpril
{p r i ne " bo l d"" } tp z i nc (r t d bold l l (p r ompt " "l (te rp ril
(p r i ne " cn e W"''' I (p rinc {r t d cnewl J (p r ompt * * 1 (te rp r il
(p r i nc " c old=" 1 (pr inc ( rtd c o l d}) (p r omp t " " J l t e rp r il
Cp rine " * ) ( terpril
UPDA.TE GRAPKIC POSI TI ON DISPLAY
Find Axi s Po i nts f o r Rotatio n
{a e t q ax2lis t (e n t q e t (ssname s:;;ax i s 2 OI l
J
(s e t q axJlist (e n t.q e t. (ssname ssaxis3 OJ1
J
(s e t q pI (cd r tee ecc 10 ax 2listl l
J
(s e t q p2 (c d r tee ecc 11 ax2list l )
J
(s e t q p3 (c dr (ass o c 10 aX3 list l )
03
I
isetq p4 (c dr (<lSSOC 11 a X31is t ) I
I
DETERMINE ROTATION ANGI.ES
Cprine ..acct. .. .. } (p rine arct ) {t.erpril
(prine "bret· " ) (p rine brat ) (terpril
(prine " c r c t ='" (p rine crotl (terpr i l
ROTATE HJWIPULATOR
(rota t e 3d 55 1 2 p 3 p4 c r c csuen
(co t a t e 3d s slin ks pI p2 bretsUlll)
(ro t a t e 3d s srobo t ~zw n ae atsum)
ls e t q plot ( + plot l.O ) I
li f ( > p l ot nip ) (proqn te e t.q plot. 0. 0 arot.:oum 0 .0 bret sum 0 . 0
crotsUlll D.OJ J J
l:while
INCREMENT VALUES
(s e t q ac re anew
bo l d bnew
c old cnew
uold une...
voId vnew
wold wnew
I
li f (- id nz )
(p roqn reece errSlJlIIa ( + crrswna C* n z de l t e r r all )
(se t q err15umb ( + e rrsumb C" nz delt e rrb l l J
rs e c q errswnc ( + errsU!llC l " nz delt errc : I J
) I pcOqn
I ;i!
Cit C" id nz } reerq i d 0) )
l : while
(a e t.q ao l d (r t d aoId)
bo l d ( - 90 . 0 (r td bold)}
cold t r td (- co l d) J
Csetq s s t cpli s t le n t.ge t re e n eee s stcp 0 1 I
I
(s e t q t.cp {cdr ceeecc 10 5stc pli s t l J
I
{p r omp t ~TCP Lo cat ion: ~ l (prin e tcp l (t e rp r il
; {c l o s e f p J
{p rine}
J; de fun.
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